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Survival

Our products are specifically designed 
and selected to give you the best possible 
chance of survival in the worst possible 
circumstances.



NB. Contents may change from that shown above, without prior notice, but will be replaced with a similar item.

Go Pack 
codE: ck014
A convenient belt pouch consisting of 2 clear 
compartments filled with essential survival 
components, supplied in a beige pouch.

Contents*:

› button compass › knife/blade › matches › 
pencil › purification tablets › snare wire › candle 
› flint & striker › whistle › sewing kit › safety 
pins › wire saw survival instructions › accident 
evaluation form › signal mirror › nylon cord › foil 
tray › sleeping bag › water bag

size: 16 x 17 x 4cm (6.5” x 6.5” x 1.5”) 
Weight: 270g (9.5oz) 
NATO approved: NSN-8465-99-666-0148

sURvival systEM 
codE: ck1224
This survival system is supplied in a Woodland 
belt pouch.

Contents*:

› button compass › blade › matches x10 › water 
tablets x10 › snare wire › candle › flint & striker 
› whistle › sewing  kit › safety pins › wire saw 
› survival instructions › accident evaluation form 
›  signal mirror › water bag › nylon cord › foil tray 
›  sleeping bag

NATO approved: NSN-8465-99-666-0418

PERsonal safEty kit 
codE: ck528
A compact, pocket sized survival kit with all the 
bare necessities.

Contents*:

› button compass › distress whistle › matches 
› fishing kit › safety pins › multi-purpose cord 
› plasters › purification tablets › candle
› survival instructions

18
piece 
kit

18
piece 
kit

10
piece 
kitMADe in 

Britain
MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain
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NB. Contents may change from that shown above, without prior notice, but will be replaced with a similar item.

UltiMatE sURvival kit 
codE: ck004a
Packed into our lightweight mini mess tin with a 
rubber seal and roll over clasps.

Contents*:

› water bag › nylon cord › button compass › 
candle › flint & striker › tinder › fishing kit › mini 
multi-tool › matches › sewing kit › purification 
tablets › safety pins › single edge razor › salt 
sachets › signal mirror › whistle › snare wire 
› wire saw › grip lock bag › pencil › survival 
instructions

size: 13 x 9.5 x 3cm (5.25” x 4” x 1.25”) approx. 
Weight: 250g (8.8oz)

coMbat sURvival kit 
codE: ck015

Contents*:

› water resistant tin › vinyl tape › button 
compass › knife › matches › pencil › purification 
tablets › snare wire › candle › fireball flint & 
striker › fishing kit › whistle › sewing kit › safety 
pins › wire saw › survival instructions › accident 
evaluation form

size: 11 x 8 x 2.8cm (4.5” x 3” x 1”) 
Weight: 195g (6.87oz) 
nato approved: NSN-8456-99-126-6980

MilitaRy sURvival tin 
codE: ck019
This is an upgraded vacuum-packed version of 
the Combat Survival Tin

Contents*:

› water resistant tin › vinyl tape › button 
compass › knife › matches › pencil › purification 
tablets ›  snare wire › candle › fireball flint & striker 
› fishing kit › whistle › sewing kit › safety pins 
›  wire saw › signal mirror › tin hanging handle 
› tinder › water bags › single edged razors 
› adhesive plasters ›  survival instructions 
› accident evaluation form

size: 11 x 8 x 2.8cm (4.5” x 3 x 1”) 
Weight: 220g (7.7oz)

21
piece 
kit

17
piece 
kit

23
piece 
kitMADe in 

Britain
MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain
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tREkkERs sURvival kit 
codE: ck015l

Contents*:

› water resistant tin › vinyl tape › button 
compass › knife › matches › pencil › purification 
tablets › snare wire › candle › fireball flint & 
striker › fishing kit › whistle › sewing kit
› safety pins › wire saw › survival instructions 
› accident evaluation form

size: 11 x 8 x 2.8cm (4.5” x 3” x 1”) 
Weight: 195g (6.87oz) 
nato approved: NSN-8456-99-126-6980

MoUntain sURvival tin 
codE: ck019l
This is an upgraded vacuum-packed version of 
the combat survival tin.

Contents*:

› water resistant tin › vinyl tape › button 
compass › knife › matches › pencil › purification 
tablets › snare wire › candle › fireball flint & striker 
› fishing kit › whistle › sewing kit › safety pins 
› wire saw › signal mirror › tin hanging handle 
› tinder › water bags › single edged razors 
› adhesive plasters › survival instructions 
› accident evaluation form

size: 11 x 8 x 2.8cm (4.5” x 3 x 1”) 
Weight: 220g (7.7oz)

bUsHcRaft sURvival kit
codE: ck028l
This selection of durable components is sealed in 
a waterproof protection pouch.

Contents*:

› olive green foil vacuum pouch › black nylon 
windowed pouch › airtight resealable bag 
› green plastic survival bag › mini-compass 
› Mayday signal mirror › tinder cards › fine cord
› sail needles › needle threader › wire saw (wrist 
loops) › fishing kit › flexible tubing › fireball flint
› hacksaw striker › brass wire › suspender clips 
› stainless steel multi-tool › matches › water bag 
› water tablets › tornado whistle

Weight: 380g (13.5oz)

17
piece 
kit

23
piece 
kit

22
piece 
kitMADe in 

Britain
MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain
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sURvival EssEntials kit 
codE: ck701
A versatile and lightweight survival kit.  The ultralight dry bag keeps the 
weight down and helps keep your kit safe and dry.  A durable buckle secures 
the roll-top closure and acts as a grab handle.

Contents*:

› round boot laces › LED micro torch › Hypothermia space blanket › Hunters 
micro tool › Fireball flint and striker (Grand) › White nylon cord › Nightlight › 
Sewing kits › Fishing kit › Wire saw › Waterproof matches c/w striker › Duck 
tape › Distress whistle › BCB survival instructions › Cotton wool balls › 2” 
Mayday signal mirror › Ultralight dry bag (Lime green, 1 litre)

Weight: 360g (12.6oz)

tREkkinG EssEntials kit 
codE: ck700
A versatile and lightweight trekking kit.  The ultralight dry bag keeps the 
weight down and helps keep your kit safe and dry.  A durable buckle secures 
the roll-top closure and acts as a grab handle.

Contents*:

› round boot laces › led micro torch › emergency poncho 
› petroleum jelly › nightlight › sewing kits › mini folding knife › waterproof 
matches c/w striker › duck tape › black cable tie › distress whistle › 
waterproof sterile plasters › wound dressing › zinc oxide tape › ultralight dry 
bag (blue, 1 litre) › paracord

Weight: 253g (8.9oz)

72 HoUR sURvival kit
codE: ck047
Contents*:

› tommy cooker › 2” mayday signal mirror › hypothermia space blanket 
›  emergency poncho › 24 in 1 tool kit › insect repellent 25g stick › personal 
first aid kit › oxford note pad & pencil › cleansing wet wipes › 15ml steridex 
hand cleaner › can openers › duck tape › survival bag ›  paracord › lifesaver 
1 first aid kit › firedragon gel fuel 250ml › cut resistant gloves › emergency 
preparedness guide › bucket › accident evaluation report › single edged razor 
blades › white nylon cord (1 mtr) › nightlight › pencil › sewing kit › gold 
wires 12ft › fishing kit › wire saw › distress whistle › flint & striker › survival 
instructions safety pins › grip seal bag

WintER dRivERs EMERGEncy Pack
codE: ck038
Contents*:

› foil blanket › 8-hour lightsticks › howler whistle › large wind-up torch 
› Fleece blanket › handwarmers › energy bar

Weight: 806g (30.3oz)

NB. Contents may change from that shown above, without prior notice, but will be replaced with a similar item.

17
piece 
kit

16
piece 
kit

32
piece 
kit

7
piece 
kit

MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain
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Britain
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WintER EMERGEncy kit 
codE: ck045
A must have item for motorists, householders and remote workers when the 
weather takes a turn for the worse.

Contents*:

› cooking tin › fire dragon fuel blocks x 2 › emergency sleeping bag › led 
torch › folding cooker › distress whistle › button compass › nightlight 
› poncho with hood › hypothermia blanket › mini grip bag › matches 
› antiseptic wipes › drinking pouch (400ml) › karabiner › pencil

sURvival fisHinG kit
codE: MM213
Small, lightweight, compact.

› Instructions included

Contents*: 
› line 36 meters (118 feet) › winder › swivels › hooks › weights

nato lifERaft fisHinG kit
codE: MM211
The nATO Universal Fishing Kit is a military specification fishing kit designed 
for use by nATO Forces at sea or in the wilderness. Suitable for sea or 
freshwater fishing situations.

Contents include:

› 30 m olive green fishing line ›  fly hooks (x4) ›  hooks (4 x medium, 8 x 
small) › split shot (x 24) ›  swivels (x 4)

coMbat sURvival tin (NON HAZARDOUS)
codE: ck015nH
Contents*:

› water resistant tin › vinyl tape › button compass › knife › matches › pencil 
›  purification tablets › snare wire › candle › fireball flint & strike › fishing kit
›  whistle › sewing kit › safety pins › wire saw › survival instructions 
› accident evaluation form

size: 11 x 8 x 2.8cm (4.5” x 3” x 1”) 
Weight: 195g (6.87oz) 
nato approved: NSN-8456-99-126-6980

NB. Contents may change from that shown above, without prior notice, but will be replaced with a similar item.

17
piece 
kit

17
piece 
kit

MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain

BeSt 
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BeSt 
SeLLeR
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sHaRk REPEllEnt
codE: MM208
BCB shark repellent contains a chemical and a thick black dye that repels 
and disorientates sharks. When tested by the US navy BCB’s shark repellent 
was the only product out of 24 to achieve any success in repelling sharks. 
Since then BCB’s shark repellent has been used by navies worldwide as their 
approved shark repellent.

When this foil packed sachet is squeezed in water, the crystalline acetate 
produces a dense black cloud. The inner bag has an attachment cord so it can 
be kept close to your body. This nATO approved product is used in life rafts 
and for airborne survival packs.

Weight: 115g (4oz) 
nato approved: NSN: 6850-99-220-3539

sEa / snoW MaRkER dyE
codE: Mf517
The PVC pouch contains approximately 104 gram of yellow/green fluorescine 
dye, which will spread rapidly when dissolved in water, or over snow.

Can be seen for a mile or more, and lasts for 30-40 minutes depending on 
water conditions, and longer in snow. Contains non toxic chemicals known to 
dissipate in water.

size: 127 x 156 x 35mm (5 x 6.1 x 1.4”)

HoWlER WHistlE 
codE: ck316
An incredibly loud whistle. Compact with no 
moving parts. This British made whistle is used 
in our Special Forces survival kit. Used also by 
mariners and sports people.

› SOLAS approved

size: 2 x 5cm (0.75” x 2”)

distREss WHistlE 
codE: ck312
Bright orange emergency distress whistle. 
Produces a high decibel noise from low air input.

› Side clip
› SOLAS approved

nato approved: NSN-4220-99-120-9470

Mayday siGnallinG 
MiRRoR-HElioGRaPH
codE: ck314
This innovative mirror is lightweight. robust and 
approved for marine and military use.

› It is highly reflective giving it a range 
 of over 10 miles, for the small mirror and 
 longer for the liferaft/lifeboat larger mirror.
› Designed for one handed operation.
› Accurate and effective
› Floats
› Robust
› Quick and easy to use
› Instructions printed on reverse side

nato approved: NSN-6350-99-613-9818

MADe in 
Britain



foil HyPotHERMia blankEt 
codE: cl041 
codE: cl039 (Olive/Silver)

The lightest and most compact blanket in our range. Truly pocket sized it 
assists in the retention of up to 90% radiant body heat.

› Available in plain silver or with an olive outer
› Lightweight foil sheet

size: 202cm x 132cm (84”x 54”) 
Weight: 50g (1.7oz) 
nato approved: NSN-7210-99-991-0460

EMERGEncy slEEPinG baG 
codE: cl520
A medium gauge, full size, polythene sleeping bag. Compact and lightweight 
it is ideal as a shield against the elements or as a waterproof outer layer for a 
sleeping bag.  

› 160 gauge(medium) polythene
› Vacuum packed

size: 10cm x 20cm x 3cm (4”x 8”x 1”) 
Weight: 140g (5oz) 
nato approved: NSN-8465-99-138-3533

EMERGEncy foil PoncHo 
codE: cl202
ideal to keep in your bag, car or pocket  just in case you get caught out.

› Integral hood helps maximize body heat retention
› Pullover style provides maximum protection without restricting 
 movement.
› Compact and lightweight 
› Radar reflective properties
› One size fits all  

size: 104 x 94cm (41”x 37”) 
Weight: 92g (3oz)

PRintEd sURvival baG 
codE: cl044
A highly visible, heavy duty, full sized poly bag printed with survival 
information covering fire making, navigation and shelter.

› 500 gauge heavy duty poly-bag
› Highly visible day-glo orange colour

Weight: 345g  (12.1oz) 
nato approved: NSN-8465-99-684-4041

Survival  >  Essentials
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Medical

First Aid and medical equipment 
for all environments.
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lifEsavER #1 
basic FiRSt AiD PAck 
codE: cs111
The Lifesaver #1 is a large pocket size kit for day trips.

Contents*:

› antiseptic wipes x 2 › adhesive dressings x 10 ›  suture plaster › medium 
wound dressing › paraffin gauze burn dressing › triangular bandage 
› knuckle “h” shaped bandage › white open weave bandage ›  medical 
gloves (pair) › set of safety pins › scissors › accident evaluation report 
› crepe bandage › instruction leaflet › lifesaver pouch

lifEsavER #2 
intERMEdiatE FiRSt AiD PAck 
codE: cs110
The Lifesaver #2 intermediate kit is for longer journeys and larger groups of 
people.

Contents*:

› antiseptic wipes x5 › adhesive dressings x10 › suture plaster › medium 
wound dressing ›  paraffin gauze burn dressing weave bandage ›  medical 
gloves (pair › set of safety pins › scissors ›  microporous adhesive tape 
› accident evaluation report › hospiform bandage › instruction leaflet 
› isotonic drink › lifesaver pouch ›  anchor dressings › conforming bandage

PERsonal fiRst aid kit
codE: cs476 
codE: cs476M (MULticAM)

A handy pocket sized pouch with belt tunnel loop, containing basic medical 
kit.  excellent for hikers who want to travel fast and light.

Contents*:

› antiseptic wipes › 10 x adhesive dressings › medium wound dressing 
› triangular bandage ›  set of safety pins › accident evaluation report 
›  instruction leaflet › pouch

lifEsavER #3 
advancEd FiRSt AiD PAck 
codE: cs115
The Lifesaver #3 advanced kit, which can be used as the basis for an 
expedition medical kit.

Contents*:

› Resuscitation device › Isotonic drink › 5 antiseptic wipes › Large crepe 
bandage › Small crepe bandage › Wound dressing No.8 › Eye dressing No.16 
› Conforming bandage › Hospiform bandage › Anchor dressing › Large 
ambulance dressing › 10 assorted adhesive dressings › 2 paraffin gauze 
dressing › Triangular bandage › 6 safety pins › Pair of scissors 
› Pair of tweezers › Strip fabric dressing › Pair of disposable gloves 
› Microporous adhesive tape › 5 Sutures › Accident evaluation report 
›  Instruction leaflet › lifesaver pouch

15
piece 
kit

18
piece 
kit

24
piece 
kit

BeSt 
SeLLeR

MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain
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8
piece 
kit

BeSt 
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liGHtWEiGHt fiRst aid kit
codE: ck702
A versatile and lightweight first aid kit.  The ultralight dry bag keeps the 
weight down and helps keep your first aid kit safe and dry. A durable buckle 
secures the roll-top closure and acts as a grab handle.

Contents*:

› accident evaluation report › large disposable gloves › folding scissor 
› waterproof sterile plasters › anchor dressing › antiseptic wipes 
› safety pins › conforming bandage › paranet › triangular bandage (non 
woven) › dressings › wound closure strip › hospiform bandage 
› first aid hints › ultralight dry bag (red, 1 litre)

Weight: 108g (3.8oz)

MilitaRy f.a.k
codE: cs113 (DPM) 
codE: cs113M (MULticAM)

A useful DPM pouch with zip closure that when opened reveals a number of 
pouches. Contains a variety of first aid products suitable for the treatment of 
minor injuries.

Contents*:

› tweezers › antiseptic wipes › waterproof plasters › wound close strip › 
resuscitator with one way valve › various dressings › paratulle › triangular 
bandage › crepe bandage › anchor dressing › conforming bandage › 
disposable gloves › safety pins › scissors › plaster strip › microporous adhesive 
tape › zinc oxide tape › razor blades › paracetamol › pouch

size closed: 18 x 12 x 9cm (7” x 4.7” x 3.5”) 
size open: 38 x 12 x 4.5cm (15” x 4.7” x 1.7”) 
Weight: 430g (15oz)

anti-tick kit
codE: adv025
Contents*:

› tweezers › alcohol free cleansing wipes x 4 
› adhesive dressing x 10 › pouch

HEEl HEal blistER kit
codE: cs47209
Comfortable, slim and effective patches, for 
treating/preventing blisters. Can be cut and 
shaped to fit over heels or between toes etc.

Contents*:

› 4 sterile blister/wound patches 5 x 5cm (1.9 X 
1.9”) › Pressure pads (self adhesive) 30cm x 7.5cm 
(11.8 x 2.9”) › Plaster roll 1.25cm x 5m › Folding 
scissors › Petroleum jelly › Instructions

REsUscitatoR 
WitH ONE WAY VALVE
codE: cs122
A Professional kit  that helps save lives.  This 
should be in every first aid kit for use during CPr 
or just kept in your car, home, office or handbag.

› Lightweight & Portable for use during CPR
› Ideal for anyone who may need to carry out 
 First Aid or CPR

Medical  >  First aid kits
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piece 
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stERilE bURn dREssinG 
codE:  Pf117
› Highly absorbent dressing pad 
› Compression bandage 
› Securing velcro 
› Camouflage coloured   
 bandage and packaging 
› Provides immediate direct   

 pressure to the wound to help 
 stop bleeding
› Quick and easy for personal or   
 professional application 
› Trauma dressing with heavy duty 
 compression bandage

Pad size: 30 x 30cm (11.8 x 11.8”) 
Bandage size: 15 x 130cm (5.9 x 51”)

fiEld dREssinG
codE: Pf116
Large dressings sealed in a robust flexible waterproof pouch maintaining 
sterility and shelf life.

› Can be folded in several different ways to give excellent compression to 
 stop bleeding wounds.

Pad size: 20 x19cm (8 x 7.6”) 
Weight: 98g (3.5oz) 
NATO approved: NSN-6510-99-210-7563

icE & Go bandaGE 
codE: cs117
An elastic bandage that cools and supports the 
injured limb. 

› Reduces the temperature of the injured area
› Can be used in cases of sport injuries, strains, 
 sprains and accidents while in the outdoors
› Brilliant way to reduce swelling and to relieve pain 
 in emergencies
› Resealable pouch means it can be reused
› Stretches to 3 yards in length
› Cools for hours
› Can be recharged with water

anaconda sPlint 
codE: Ry273
Lightweight malleable splint.

› Versatile and flexible
› Use to immobilise and support broken or 
 sprained limbs.

compact when rolled: 11 x 8cm (4.5 x 3”) 
Weight: 140g (5oz) 
length: 91cm (36”) open

RElitaPE Zinc oxidE taPE - 
2.5cm x 5m - White
codE: RM237a
A non-elastic tape with high tensile strength, 
providing rigid support which is good for 
immobilising joints. Tears easily.

Medical  >  Bandages & Dressing
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Large pad for burns etc

The pad can be folded for 
trauma injuries such as 
bullet or stab wounds. 



Protection

Hygiene, insects & the environment



clEansinG WiPEs (25 PAck)
codE: cs610
hygienic cleansing towels.

› Convenient for the removal of 
 dirt, grease and camouflage 
 cream from the skin.
› Biodegradable
› Ideal for cleansing hands and face
› Good prior to shaving

› Great for many other in-field
 cleansing tasks where water is in 
 short supply
› Approx 25 large towels
› Soft re-sealable pack

Dimensions: 14.5 x 8 x 3cm (6” x 3” x 1”)

www.bcbadventure.com  |  e: info@bcbadventure.com  |  t: +44 (0)2920 433700
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concEntRatEd body soaP
codE: cs134a
A highly concentrated body and hair gel, which lathers both in fresh and salt 
water.

› Environmentally friendly

Capacity: 50ml

solaR sHoWER
codE: cR006
Solar heated black vinyl absorbs heat, warming the 20 litre flexible reservoir. 
This portable light weight shower is easily packed and stored.

› On/off spray setting
› Non-toxic durable PVC
› 700mm flexible tube and shower head

Capacity: 20 litre (5 gallon) 
Size open: 58 x 40 x 4cm (22.8 x 15.7 x 1.6”) 
Size folded: 35 x 18.5 x 6cm (13.8 x 7.3 x 2.4”) 
Weight: 278g (9.8oz) 
nato approved

UltRa liGHt fibRE toWEl
codE: cJ003G
Fine micro fibre towel, terry woven (looped pile). it is highly absorbent, super 
soft lightweight material. Packs small, and has the absorbency of a much 
larger towel. Absorbs over 5 times its own weight

color: Olive 
size: 40cm x 80cm (16” x 32”)

Protection  > Hygiene

MADe in 
Britain
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MosqUito HEad nEt 
codE: cl2252a
A fine weave anti-mosquito head net. Protects from mosquitoes, gnats, 
midges, horse flies, ticks, tsetse fly and most other biting insects. Features 
adjustable head cord. Can be worn over most military head dress 

› Small enough mesh to stop sand flies
› Very comfortable to wear.

Size: one size fits all. 
Colour: olive green

Protection  > Insect bites

stERidEx Hand clEansER
codE: cl450
This non-toxic gel is the ultimate hygiene companion when outdoors. Packed 
in a new handy pump action plastic container.

› The anti-bacterial formula has an alcohol base which evaporates, leaving 
 no sticky residue.
› Environmentally friendly 
› Does not freeze
› Passes EN12054 hand rub test

Capacity: 15ml 
nato approved: NSN-8520-99-96-82953

MADe in 
Britain

WildlifE™ insEct REPEllEnts 
codE: cl123 Tropical 100 Spray: 100% DEET - 75ml 

codE: cl127 Compact 40 Stick: 50% DMP - 25g

Wildlife insect repellents provide protection against mosquitos, gnats, 
midges, horse flies, ticks, tsetse fly and most other biting insects.

› Contains DEET
› Long lasting (up to 10 hours)
› Sold in attractive display box of 24 units

BeSt 
SeLLeR

MADe in 
Britain

Go WiPEs 

codE: adv005
Go Wipes is a high quality tissue that is shaped just like a coin, it cannot be 
contaminated by any germs and bacteria. it is 100% healthy. All you have to 
do is pour the water to dried form then it grows to its full size. Depending on 
the water you pour, it can be used as hot or cold tissue.

› Compressed cleaning tissue.
› Simply, apply water and have a 
 quality tissue.
› It’s made of 100% natural pulp.
› It’s safe for all skin types.

› Easy to carry anywhere because of 
its compact size.
› Biodegradable
› Environmentally friendly

+ =
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GUaRdsMan HandWaRMER
codE: cl283 (Handwarmer with 12 fuel rods) 

codE: cl284 (Solid fuel refills x 12 )

ideal for outdoor activities on cold days or 
for night work. each rod provides heat for 
approximately 9 -10 hours when lit at a single 
end, or for 4 - 5 hours when lit at both ends. Once 
the rod is burnt out, the remaining ash can be 
emptied out and the new heating rod placed 
inside. each case is supplied with 12 fuel sticks 
(also available separately). 

size: 11.5 x 7 x 2cm (4.5 x 2.8 x 0.75“) 
Weight: 8g (2.8oz)

body WaRMERs
codE: cl280 (40 PAckS) 
codE: cl280a (LOOSE)

Opening the sealed packaging lets oxygen react 
with the bag.  Within a minute they release 
constant heat. Typically these packs are used for 
comfort, increasingly however, they are used in 
rescue operations where a survivor is trapped in a 
cold or exposed place.

› body warmers (40 per box)

Working temp: 50°C to 65°C 
Duration of max. heat: 20 hours

Hand WaRMERs (X 2)
codE: cl281 (40 PAiRS)
codE: cl281a (LOOSE)
codE: cl281b (48 PAiRS)

Opening the sealed packaging lets oxygen react 
with the bag.  Within a minute they release 
constant heat. Typically these packs are used for 
comfort, increasingly however, they are used in 
rescue operations where a survivor is trapped in a 
cold or exposed place.

› Hand warmers (40 pairs per box)    

Working temp: 57°C to 70°C 
Duration of max. heat: 7 hours      
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MytH™ 
FiXED BLADE PRO 
codE: cM0121
The Fixed Blade Pro’s slim profile and lightweight 
design set a new standard for fixed blade hunting 
knives.

The full tang high carbon stainless steel blade and 
soft rubberized handle make it the right choice 
for safely and quickly dressing game in the field 
or at camp.

› Full tang
› Textured rubber handle
› sheath with integrated sharpener

Overall Length: 21.6cm (8.5”) 
Blade Length: 9.5cm (3.7”) 
Weight: 133.3g (4.7oz)

lMf ii  infantRy 
codE: cM0134
Down behind enemy lines? Left to fend for 
yourself? These are the scenarios that inspired the 
LMF ii. 

This knife is as adaptable as the personnel 
who carry it. Use it to cut through the skin of a 
fuselage. Or sever a seat belt. Or egress through 
the Plexiglas of a chopper. Plus, the LMF ii does a 
slick job cutting firewood and building shelter. it 
can even be lashed to a pole to create a spear.

› Lashing holes for use as spear
› 2 Leg Straps
› Sheath
› MOLLE Compatible

Overall Length: 26.8cm  (10.59”) 
Blade Length: 12.3cm (4.84”) 
Weight (w/ Sheath): 688g (24.28oz) 
Weight (w/o Sheath): 330.8g (11.67oz)  
Blade Material: 420HC Stainless

REMix™ tactical 
codE: cM0130
Made with a slim, lightweight handle and a blade 
that opens with one hand, the remix Tactical is an 
ideal choice for your everyday carry knife.

› Tanto Blade
› Tip Up Pocket Carry
›  Newly Designed Thumblift
› One Hand Opening
› G-10 Composite Handle

Blade Length: 7.6cm (3.0” ) 
Closed Length: 12.3cm (4.86” ) 
Overall Length: 19.9cm (7.86” ) 
Weight: 130.4g (4.6oz)
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back PaxE ii 
codE: cM0076
The Back Paxe ii is a well-balanced hand axe with 
a blade known for its superior edge retention. 
Combining a stainless steel forged head and a 
Fibercomp™ handle, the Back Pack ii makes quick 
work of brush, small logs and branches.

› Forged steel head 
› Excellent edge retention 
› Glass-filled nylon handle

Overall Length: 22.8 cm (9.0”) 
Blade Length: 6.8cm (2.70”) 
Weight: 479g (16.90oz) 
Head: Forged Steel 
Sheath: Formed Plastic 
Handle: Glass-filled Nylon

caMP axE ii 
codE: cM075
Among Gerber’s single hand axes, the Camp ii has 
the longest handle. This additional length offers 
more force with each swing. Built to the same 
tough specifications as the Sport ii and Back Pack 
ii, it has a forged stainless steel head, glass-filled 
nylon handle and molded plastic sheath.

This is the axe for setting up camp, splitting 
kindling, and pounding in tent stakes.

*This product is also seen on The Walking Dead

› Forged steel head 
› Excellent edge retention 
› Glass-filled nylon handle

Overall Length: 43.9 cm (17.32”) 
Blade Length: 7.4cm (2.93”) 
Weight: 980g (34.6oz) 
Head: Forged Steel 
Sheath: Formed Plastic 
Handle: Glass-filled Nylon

MytH™ fiEld sHaRPEnER 
codE: cM0124
Using the same durable modern design found 
in all Myth™ series tools, the Myth™ Field 
Sharpener is an ideal companion for the well-
equipped hunter. it has two diamond-coated 
serration sharpeners and comes with carbide 
and ceramic inserts for easy sharpening in the 
field. Lightweight and packable, the Myth™ Field 
Sharpener’s butterfly-style handles also double 
as a cover.

› Textured rubber handle inlays

Overall Length: 17.8cm (7”) 
Closed Length: 10.2cm (4”) 
Weight: 68.1g (2.4oz)
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GatoR MacHEtE 
codE: cM135
The Gator Machete has a 15-inch fine-edge blade on one side and an 18-inch 
high performance saw blade on the other. it’s forged of high-carbon stainless 
steel. 

Made for use in the wilderness, as well as the backyard, it’s a dual-purpose, 
lightweight machete for beating back the underbrush and trailblazing.

*This product is also seen on The Walking Dead

› Tactile rubber grip
› Fine edge and saw blade
› Riveted, nylon sheath included

Overall Length: 65cm (25.7”) 
Blade Length: 45.7cm (18”) 
Weight: 510cm (18oz) 
Head: High Carbon Steel 
Handle: Gator-Grip

GatoR JR. 
codE: cM0135
Built Gerber tough, the Gator Jr. is a packable walker annihilation weapon. 
The two-sided blade has both a fine edge for hacking through the oncoming 
hordes and a serrated edge for rough-cutting through the brittle bones of the 
undead.

For covert, low-profile travel through hostile territory, the Gator Jr. is the 
perfect machete for lightweight travel.

› Tactile rubber grip
› Fine edge and saw blade
› Riveted, nylon sheath included

Overall Length: 47.6cm (18.75”) 
Blade Length: 27cm (10.75”) 
Weight: 405g (14.30oz) 
Head: High Carbon Steel 
Handle: Gator-Grip
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cRUcial tool 
codE: cM0059
Packed with essentials features it’s compact and 
lightweight.

› Bottle opener › Wire cutters › Pliers › Flat head 
screwdriver › Cross head screwdriver › Blade 
› Lanyard Attachment › Stainless steel - black

Overall length: 13.75cm (5.5”) 
Closed length: 9cm (3.6”) 
Weight: 150g (5oz)

sUsPEnsion MUlti-PliER™
codE: cM0004
This is a classic workhorse with spring-loaded 
pliers, and patented Saf.T.Plus™ component 
locking system.

› Spring-loaded pliers › Open frame design 
› Needle nose pliers › Wire cutter › Fine edge 
knife › Serrated edge knife › Saw › Scissors 
› Crosspoint screwdriver › Small and medium 
flatblade screwdrivers › Can opener › Bottle 
opener › Lanyard hole › Supplied with a robust 
nylon sheath

Overall Length:16.25cm (6.5”) 
Closed Length: 10cm (4”) 
Weight: 272g

coMPact MUlti-tool™
codE: cM0116
The only compact multi-tool with two full size 
blades on it. The Compact Multi-tool is small 
enough for a keychain or pocket, yet packs a big 
punch when you need it most.    

› Needle nose pliers › Wire cutters › Fine edge 
knife › Serrated knife › Phillips screwdriver 
› Small flat driver › Medium flat driver 
› Lanyard ring › Bottle opener › Tweezers 
› Priorities of survival guide

Overall Length: 10.9cm (4.2“) 
Closed Length: 6.4cm (2.5 “) 
Weight: 98g (3.4oz)

diME ™ (RED OR GREEN)
codE: cM0132 (RED)
codE: cM0133 (GREEN)

Compact and lightweight, the Dime includes a 
unique blade designed to safely cut and score 
plastic packaging and a bottle opener that is 
exposed even when the tool is closed.

› 10 Components › Pliers › Wire cutter 
› Fine edge blade › Retail package opener 
› Scissors › Medium flathead screw driver 
› Crosshead screw driver › Bottle opener 
› Tweezers › File› Lanyard ring

Overall Length: 10.7cm (4.25”) 
Closed Length: 6.9cm (2.75”) 
Weight: 62g (2.2oz)

11 
tooLS 
in 1

9
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stEady tool 
codE:  cM0119
Built for the weekend adventurer, the Gerber 
Steady combines the utility of a multi-tool and 
the functionality of a tripod for compact digital 
cameras (up to 340 grams) and smart phones 
(up to 170 grams). it comes equipped with an 
adjustable cell phone and screw-in camera mount 
and two foldable legs that serve as a tripod.

› Tripod functionality
› Camera/cell phone 
 mount
› Cell phone 
 attachment
› Fine edge blade
› Serrated blade

› Micro flat, square 
 cross & medium flat 
 screwdrivers
› Bottle opener
› Needlenose pliers
› Wire cutters

Overall Length: 15.2cm (6”) 
Closed Length: 10.2cm (4”) 
Weight: 164.5g (5.8oz) 
Steel Type: 420J2 Stainless 
Max Phone/Camera Weight: 
170g/340g (5.9/11.9oz)

MiGHty Mini knifE 
(2.5” LOckABLE BLADE)
codE:  cM008

› Sharpe stainless steel blade
› Plastic grip handle

Size closed: 5.5 x 1.5cm (2.1 x 0.5”) 
Size open: 9.5 x 1.5cm (3.7 x 0.5”) 
Weight: 16g (0.5oz)

nail cliP kit 
codE:  cM053
These strong, straight-edged nail clippers will 
produce precise, clean results and they are easy 
to use at arm’s length. The strong design provides 
good levarage on even thickened or difficult nails. 
Attach to your key ring or keep in your purse, 
discreet and lightwieght.

› Flick-out nail clippers
› Nail file & screwdriver
› Scissors
› Knife
› Key ring

Size: 56 x 15 x 9mm (2.2 x 0.5 x 0.3”) 
Weight: 35g (1.2oz) 
Material: Stainless Steel

12 
tooLS 
in 1
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HUntsMan MicRo tool 
codE:  cM056
A very small version of the hunter’s Tool. excellent 
for survival kits and as a pocket companion. easy 
to fold open.

› Needle-nose pliers › Wire cutters › Can opener 
› Bottle opener › knife › Crimper › Small 
screwdriver › 2 large screwdrivers › Crosshead 
screwdriver › Files › Serrated saw/knife

Overall Length: 11cm (4”), 
Closed Length:  7cm (2.8”) 
Weight: 106g (3.7oz)

HUntsMan tool 
codE: cM057
This super tool is of a strong, robust, stainless 
steel construction.  Folding tools lock into 
position.  The webbing pouch contains 12 
screwdriver and Allen bits.

› Needle-nose pliers › Wire cutters
› Scissors › Knife blade › Marlin spike
› Wood/bone saw › Can/bottle opener
› ruler › Lanyard attachment

Length:  Folds to 11cm (4”) 
Weight:  310g (11oz) 

24 - in -1 MUltitool 
codE: cM037
This super tool is of a strong, robust, stainless 
steel construction.  Folding tools lock into 
position.  The webbing pouch contains 12 
screwdriver and Allen bits.

› Needle-nose pliers › Wire cutters
› Scissors › Knife blade › Marlin spike
› Wood/bone saw › Can/bottle opener
› ruler › Lanyard attachment

Length:  Folds to 11cm (4”) 
Weight:  310g (11oz) 

Tools  >  Multi-tools 2727



MytH foldinG saW 
codE: cM0125
Part of the Myth™ hunting series, this six-inch dual-edge folding saw has both 
fine and coarse edge teeth that make it perfect for work on bones, antlers 
and wood alike. its comfortable, soft rubberized handle wraps around a 
rigid stainless steel liner to provide strength and a secure grip no matter the 
conditions. The plunge-lock provides securely keeps the blade open or closed. 
Safe and easy to use, this saw is an ideal addition to any hunter’s pack.

› Textured rubber handle inlays
› Sk5 carbon steel

Overall Length: 39.4cm (15.5”) 
Closed Length: 21.6cm (8.5”) 
Blade Length: 17.1cm (6.7”) 
Weight: 68.1g (2.4oz)

coMMando liGHtWEiGHt  WiRE saW 
codE: cM020a
Our popular patented wire saw just got better. The tightly woven (8 wire) 
stainless steel saw now offers increased life span and reduced weight. With 
the addition of wrist loops they can now be used more comfortably and for 
longer in more demanding conditions.

› The original and still the best wire saw
› Can be used for escape and evasion
›  Will cut wood, plastic and bone
› Can still be made into a bow saw
› Two handle styles - Wrist loops

NATO approved: NSN-5110-99-565-2549

coMMando oRiGinal 
WiRE saW 
codE: cM020
Our popular patented wire saw just got better. 
The tightly woven (8 wire) stainless steel saw now 
offers increased life span and reduced weight. 
With the addition of wrist loops they can now be 
used more comfortably and for longer in more 
demanding conditions.

› The original and still the best wire saw
› Can be used for escape and evasion
› Will cut wood, plastic and bone
› Can still be made into a bow saw
› Two handle styles - Metal rings

NATO approved: NSN-5110-99-456-2156

PockEt cHain saW 
codE: cM026
A pocket sized, heavy-duty survival saw made 
from riveted sections of band-saw style blade. 
it will cut anything from a thin branch to a large 
trunk comparatively easily.

› Bi-directional cutting
› Tapered teeth prevent blade sticking 
 whilst cutting 
› Can be thrown over high branches for cutting 
 above head height
› Useful for survival, wood clearing, travelling 
 and gardening
› Fantastic performance for its size
› Two handle styles - String loops
› Pocket Chain Saw fits into a small pouch 
 (supplied)

UnbEliEvablE cHain saW 
codE: cM025
A pocket sized, heavy-duty survival saw made 
from riveted sections of band-saw style blade. 
it will cut anything from a thin branch to a large 
trunk comparatively easily.

› Bi-directional cutting
› Tapered teeth prevent blade sticking 
 whilst cutting 
› Can be thrown over high branches for cutting 
 above head height
› Useful for survival, wood clearing, travelling 
 and gardening
› Fantastic performance for its size
› Two handle styles - Plastic grips

Tools  >  Saws
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WalkinG  PolE
codE: cM081
The ex-pole is a telescopic aluminium pole. it is equipped with removable 
rubber tips for walking on tarmac, and reflectors on the wrist strap for good 
visibility when exercising.

› Telescopic aluminium pole 
› Cork handle

Length: 105-140cm (41.3-55”)

yElloWstonE MUlti PURPosE RoPE
codE: adv026
› 100ft / 30 Metres
› Can be used in a variety of applications
› Rot & Tear Resistant

Material: Polypropylene 
Colours: Blue / Yellow & Black 
Dimensions: 3/8” x 30m/100ft

black kaRabinER (X 2)
codE: cl114 (LARGE)
codE: cl115 (SMALL)

hand accessory Karabiners, ideal for keys, mugs, torches.

› Use to attach almost any item to 
your webbing or rucksack
› Quick clip action
› 2 Karabiners per pack

› Available in two sizes
› High tensile strength
› Packed in Bushcraft blister pack

Circumference (small): 0.6cm (0.2”) 
Length (small): 6cm (2.3”) 
Circumference (large): 0.8cm (0.3”) 
Length (large): 7.5cm (2.9”)

Mini-WoRk tool
codE: cM024
This credit card size stainless steel multi-tool is packed with features:

Tools include:

› knife › Wire stripper › Wood saw blade › Various size wrenches 
› Bottle and Can opener › Bearing plate for a button compass › Flat edge 
screwdriver › ruler and lanyard hole.

Size: 6.8 x 4.5cm (2.7 x 1.8”) 
Weight: 35g (1.25 oz) 
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caMPinG MiRRoR StAiNLESS StEEL
codE: cs614
› Multiple uses include shaving, combing hair, 
 brushing teeth and applying/removing make-up
› Very tough and durable.
› Can be used for signalling in an emegency
› Use the hole for hanging the mirror

size: 10.8 x 8.3cm (4.2 x 3.2”) 
Weight: 52g (1.8oz)

ElasticatEd bUnGEEs
codE: cM031
Multi-pupose robust essential around 
the camp.

› Heavy duty
› Strong rubber coated metal hooks
› 1m (3ft) length
› 4 per pack

PaRacoRd
codE: cM030 
codE: cM030c (550lb BREAkiNG StRAiN)

Olive paracord useful to soldiers and woodmen 
alike.

› Strong and long
› Breaking strain of approx 50 kilos
› Protective wear resistant sheath
› Braided inner cord can be used as fishing line 
 or for sewing

Length:15m (50ft)

stEEl PEGs (10)
codE: ct017
Steel pegs for use with tents and bashas

size: 18cm (7”)

coMbination Padlock
codE: cJ560 (25MM)   
codE: cJ559 (40MM) 

heavy duty, brass combination padlock available 
in 2 sizes.  This easy to set combination lock gives 
you the option of choosing a code personal to 
you that’s easy to remember.

Small: 2.5cm (0.9”) diameter gate, 64g (2.25oz) 
Large: 4cm (1.5”) diameter gate, 125g (4.4oz)

kEy Padlock
codE: cJ557
heavy duty brass padlock with 3 keys.

BeSt 
SeLLeR
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REcon-M task liGHt
codE: cM0138

The recon-M Task Light is a military-grade version 
of our innovative recon Task Light. The recon-M 
can take all the abuse you can throw at it; with a 
body constructed of hard-anodized aluminum, a 
double o-ring seal, and a sealed circuit board.

› Type III anodized 6061 aluminum body

bulb: LED 
length: 8cm (3”) 
Weight: 62g (2oz) 
lumens: 3 
Runtime: 25hrs 
batteries: 1 x AA

iRis flasHliGHt
codE: cM0080
The water and impact resistant iris is a beacon in 
your palm. The adjustable beam has an internal 
spot-to-flood mechanism while the body features 
a textured surface with raised features for 
improved grip. recessed rubber push-button tail-
cap switch prevents accidental turn on.

bulb: LED 
length: 16cm (6.3”) 
Weight: 204g (0.45 lbs) 
lumens: 60 
Runtime: 8 hours 
batteries: 2 x AA

MytH sPotliGHt
codE: cM078
The Gerber Myth Spotlight is a powerful 
600-lumen LeD light. The compact and 
rechargeable system features lightweight lithium 
ion batteries with long burn times and includes 
both AC and DC adapters for charging at home or 
in your vehicle while on the road and away from 
traditional outlets. There are two light settings, 
low (100 lumens) and high (600 lumens). The light 
can be handheld, clipped to a belt, or mounted 
on a tripod or boat using a standard 1/4-20 UnC 
mount.

bulb: LED 
size: 7.8 x 20.8 x 38cm (3.1 x 8.2 x 15.1” ) 
Weight: 544g (1.2 lbs) 
lumens: 600 
Runtime: 10 hours 
batteries: Rechargeable lithium ion

62g

25 hrs

1 x aa
3

10 hrs

ADJUSTABLE 
BEAM

204g

8 hrs

2 x aa
60

544g
600

RECHARGABLE 
LITHIUM ION
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Slide head to switch between focussed and wide beam

coMbat ZooM flasHliGHt 
codE: cE024
› High, Low and Strobe Modes
› Adjustable beam - wide or focussed
› Light Source CREE LED light chip
› Slide Focusing Head patented slide function
› Over 100m Beam Distance
› High grade aluminum alloy body
› End Cap Switch easy access recessed rear 
 mount power button
› Removeable Pocket Clip
› Rubberized Tooth Guard

length: 10.5cm (4”) adjustable to 11.7cm (4.6”) 
Weight: 53.8g (1.8oz) 
lumens: 130 
Runtime: 5 hrs + 
batteries: 1 x AA

Mini coMPact flasHliGHt
codE: adv002
The Mini Light is as rugged as its name suggests, 
designed with durability as the main feature. The 
Mini Light is weatherproof, features 3 light modes 
(high, low & strobe) and boasts an adjustable 
zoom.

You can rely on the Mini Light in the toughest 
conditions that the outdoors have to offer.

› Pull Zoom for Flood to Spot Operation
› 3 Mode: High, Low, Strobe
› Adjustable zoom
› Weatherproof
› CREE Bulb Technology: White
› Includes: Battery, Lanyard, Clip

Size: 9.3 x 3cm (3.7 × 1.2”) 
Weight: 145g (0.32 lbs) 
Lumens: 130 
Batteries: 1 x AA

REcon 
codE: cM0018
› Single LED
› Rotating Bezel with 4 colour lenses
› Rotating switch on/off
› Lenses can include NVIS, UV & IR
› Ideal for low light use on operations
› Water resistant
› Switch easily between red, white, blue or 
 green lights.
› Distance at which someone holding the Recon 
 can read the top line of an eye chart is approx 
 5 metres (15 feet)
› Battery will last for 25 hours.

Size: 8.4cm (3.4”) 
Weight: 74g (2.6oz) 
Lumens: 3 
Runtime: 25 hours 
Batteries: 1 x AA

53.8g
ADJUSTABLE 

BEAM 5 hrs

1 x aa
130

145g
ADJUSTABLE 

BEAM

1 x aa
130

74g

25 hrs

1 x aa
3
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fflaM toRcH
codE: MM305 torch only
codE: MM306 + Spare bulb
codE: MM308 + Spare batteries and spare bulb (tYPE APPROVED)

Compact SOLAS approved rubberised signalling torch.  A strong waterproof 
rubberised coating protects this torch from all of the elements. 

› Designed for liferafts and lifeboats
› Morse code signalling button.
› successfully undergone immersion tests and 36 meter liferaft drop test
› Long life LED
› Solas approved

size: 15.5 x 4.5cm (6 x 1.7”) 
Weight: 295g (10.4oz) 
batteries: 2 x  “C” cell batteries

bUsHcRaft HEadliGHt
codE: adv003
Durable, adjustable, beam spot to flood capability, and bright Cree 
technology make the Bushcraft headlight a great addition to anyone’s 
lighting assortment. This dependable 180 lumen light, has three modes and 
offers no dead spots in the beam to give the user a clear consistent beam.

› Pull Zoom for Flood to Spot Operation
› 3 Mode: High, Low, Strobe
› CREE Bulb Technology
› Batteries included

Weight: 72g (2.5lbs) 
lumens: 180 
batteries: 3 x AAA

MicRo flasHliGHts 
codE: cE057 (RED)
codE: cE014 (WHitE)
codE: cE016 (BLUE)

This small key-ring size LeD will give a continuous light for10 hours if required, 
or signalling ability to over a mile. it comes complete with a battery fitted.

› Small and robust

Weight: 5.5g (0.25oz) 
size: 4 x 2.5 x 0.6cm (1.5”x 1” x 0.25”)

solaR lantERn / Radio 
codE: cE093
› 6 LEDs
› Carrying handle
› Solar power
› Crank handle for more power
› USB connector for DC charge
› FM radio

Weight: 230g (8.1oz) 
lumens: 7 
size: 7.6 x 7.6 x 18.0cm (2.9 x 2.9 x 0.7”) 
lighting time after 1 hour under sunlight: 25 minutes 
lighting time after 1 minute cranking: 15 minutes
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295g 2 x C Cell

105g 2 x C Cell

ADJUSTABLE 
BEAM

72g 3 x aaa
180

BeSt 
SeLLeR
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liGHt sticks X 2 (WHitE)
codE: cE570W
codE: cE571W (PAck OF 10)

excellent for map reading and in emergencies.

Weight: 5.5g (0.25oz) 
size: 15 x 1.5cm (6 x 0.5”)

liGHt sticks X 2 (RED)
codE: cE570R
codE: cE571R (PAck OF 10)

excellent for map reading and in emergencies.

Weight: 5.5g (0.25oz) 
size: 15 x 1.5cm (6 x 0.5”)

liGHt sticks X 2 (GREEN)
codE: cE570G
codE: cE571G (PAck OF 10)

excellent for map reading and in emergencies.

Weight: 5.5g (0.25oz) 
size: 15 x 1.5cm (6 x 0.5”)
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PockEt 8 binocUlaRs
codE: cd620
The compact, reliable low-weight companion 
who is always there when you need it. We bet 
there have been times when you wished you had 
brought your binoculars - on a trek, in the boat, 
the car or away at the cottage. With the super 
compact Pocket you will have a friend that you 
can always bring along!

› Perfect as extra binoculars in your backpack or 
 trouser pockets.

Magnification: x8 
Objective diameter: 21mm lens 
Field of view: 122m 
Prism type: BK-7

PockEt 10 binocUlaRs
codE: cd621
The compact, reliable low-weight companion 
who is always there when you need it. We bet 
there have been times when you wished you had 
brought your binoculars - on a trek, in the boat, 
the car or away at the cottage. With the super 
compact Silva Pocket you will have a friend that 
you can always bring along! 

› Perfect as extra binoculars in your backpack or 
 trouser pockets.

Magnification: x10 
Objective diameter: 25mm lens 
Field of view: 96m 
Prism type: BK-7

PockEt MonocUlaR 
codE: cd021
Lightweight waterproof monocular. Multi-coated 
optics paired with BaK-4 prism glass delivers 
bright images. Fantastic 7x magnification. Very 
light and compact - fits easily into pocket.

› Waterproof

Diameter lens: 1.8cm (0.7”) 
Field of view: 60m 
Magnification: x7
Size: 8.5 x 3.3cm (3.3 x 1.2”) 
Weight:  45g (1.5oz)
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tRiPlE PoWER bank 
codE: adv046
Fast remote charging at 2Amps and fast discharging at 3Amps of most 
electronic devices. 

› Small size yet high capacity maximise the usage of your space 
› Dual USB Output
› LED Power indicator
› Switch on / off
› Micro USB input to recharge
› USB port outlet to charge digital gadgets 
› Circuit protection for high temperature or abnormal working conditions

Dimensions: 8.9 x 6.4 x 1.3cm (3.5 x 2.5 x 0.5”) 
Weight: 100g (3.5oz)

solaR PoWER bank 
codE: adv045
Solar charged mobile hub for power on the go.

› Triple USB Power Bank
› Fast charging at 2 Amps and fast discharging at 3 Amps.
› Solar powered
› Duel USB output
› Charges most digital devices
› Great for outdoor adventures, business trips or in an emergency

Capacity: 4000mAh 
Dimensions: 10.6 x 6.5 x 1.5cm (4 X 2.5 X 0.5”) 
Weight: 135g (4.7oz)

REcHaRGE 6000 
codE: adv044
4-Port USB hub + Battery Power Pack

› Fast charging, Surge protection, 
 super speed usb 3.0, Auto charge.
› Sync up to 4x USB devices including 
 portable hard drives, cameras, 
 smartphones and tablets
› Transfer data with speeds up to 

 10.2GB/s over USB 3.0 or 480MB/s 
 over USB 2.0. Recharge6000 also has 
 its own internal rechargeable 
 battery; the built in 6000mAh 
 Li-polymer battery will charge 
 virtually all USB devices.

Product Dimensions: 9.8 x 8.7 x 2.3cm (3.8 x 3.4 x 0.9”) 
Battery power: 6000mah 
Accessories Included: USB 3.0 Micro Cable (0.2m) and Neoprene Pouch 
with Cable Storage

Tools  > Mobile chargers
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REcHaRGE 2500 
codE: adv043
Battery Power on the go for USB Devices.

› Fast charging, Surge protection, 
 Hi-speed usb 2.0, Charge indicator.
› Connect any smartphone or 
 rechargeable USB device to charge 
 the battery, extending the use of 
 your device.

› The 2500mAh built-in Li-polymer 
 battery will fully charge an iPhone or 
 iPod touch as well as a variety of 
 other smartphones and MP3 players.
› Perfect for use whilst away from a 
 power source.

Product Dimensions: 7 x 6.2 x 1.6cm (2.7 x 2.4 x 0.6”) 
Battery power: 2500mah 
Accessories Included: USB 2.0 Micro Cable (0.2m) and Neoprene Pouch with 
Cable Storage



Fire 
lighting

Real hot stuff.  New & exciting 
with a hint of Welsh.
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START Quick, simple & easy to ingnite

3 MINUTES Starting to boil. 
Little flame visible

rolling boil. 
no smell

All times are approximate

fiREdRaGon GREEN & cLEAN SOLiD FUEL
codE: cn336b (cASE 50 qtY X (6 X 27G)

Fire Dragon is a new innovative environmentally friendly solid fuel.

› Non-toxic and odourless when burnt
› Easy and quick to ignite 
 - use the flint, match or lighter.
› Low luminosity
› Very little soot given off, so doesn’t dirty your 
 cooking pot or mess tin.
› Easy to store and handle
› Safe to be packed with food
› High calorific value 28,000 kJ / kg
› Potential for use as a hand sanitizer*. 

 Simply rub over your hands like a 
 waterless soap, to clean your hands
› Each block will burn for about 8 minutes.  
 Two blocks for about 12 minutes
› Suitable for all weather conditions
› Will light & burn even when wet
› Can be used with a variety of cookers
› Made from sustainable, natural biofuel
› Air transportable
› Patented

Weight: 6 X 27g (0.9oz) 
nato approved: NSN-9110-99-505-2835

* May not be suitable for use on sensitive skin

Performance table - Quicker than the rest!

Comparison table  - Better than the rest!

Fire Dragon beats:
✔ Hexamine - Gives off cyanide

✔ trioxane - Gives off Formaldehyde

✔ Gas fuels - Unable to be transported by air

5 MINUTES

MADe in 
Britain
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fiREdRaGon GREEN & cLEAN GEL FUEL
codE: cn336d (1 LitRE)
codE: cn336c (250ML)

Introducing our new all-weather gel biofuel derived from FireDragon Solid 
fuel technology. Made from Uk sourced ethanol, FireDragon Gel Fuel can 
be used in multi-fuel outdoor cooking stoves, and barbecues, as well as 
indoor ethanol fireplaces.

We formulated and developed the FireDragon gel to help people who 
venture in the great outdoors cook their rations and boil their brews quickly, 
safeguard their health, while protecting the environment. Our fuel is non-
toxic, non-drip and made from 100% natural ingredients including ethanol 
sourced from UK grown grain stocks.  it is easy to light, burns cleanly and our 
research shows that it boils quicker than meths.

FireDragon Gel fuel is an ideal companion for all outdoor pursuits. Whether 
in driving rain, the freezing arctic or searing heat, the fuel will perform in 
extreme conditions.

› Easy to Light - Extremely easy to light with a flint & striker, 
 lighter or matches.

› Quick Boil - Boils quicker than meths.

› Non-Drip - The non-flowing gel and bottleneck widget 
 prevent leakage.

› Clean Burn - The gel produces very little soot.

› All Weather - FireDragon gel is waterproof and will burn even 
 when wet.  The ultimate all weather gel fuel.

› Non-Toxic - Gives off an odourless clean burn.

› Environmentally Friendly - Made from 100% natural 
 ingredients, FireDragon is kind to the planet.

› FireDragon Gel is supplied in two sizes: 250 ml and 1 Litre.

For more information visit www.firedragonfuel.com

MADe in 
Britain

ALL NEW 
eCO-FrienDLY 
COOKinG FUeL
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fiREball flint & stRikER 
(GRAND) 
codE: cn340 
The original fire starters just got better. 

The two new designs are more comfortable and 
safer to use. Both have a small liquid filled button 
compass in the handle. 

The flint and striker of Grand Fireball slide and 
lock together.

length: 11cm (4.5”) 
Weight: 50g (1.6oz)

fiREball flint 
& stRikER (MiNi) 
codE: cn340M 
The original fire starters just got better. 

The two new designs are more comfortable and 
safer to use. Both have a small liquid filled button 
compass in the handle. 

The flint and striker of Grand Fireball slide and 
lock together.

length: 8cm (3”) 
Weight: 40g (1.3oz) 

blastMatcH™ fiREstaRtER
codE: ck901
BlastMatch Firestarter is a high- performance, 
flint-based fire starter that can be operated with 
one hand. it generates three times the heat of 
ordinary matches and will ignite a wide range of 
tinders -- including FireDragon.

› Lasts up to 4,000 strikes
› Generates sparks in rain or other adverse weather 
 conditions
› Safety button included to prevent accidental or 
 unintended sparks
› Built-in carbide striker for precision sparking and 
 accuracy

size: 10.2 x 3.8 x 2.5cm (4 x 1.5  x 1” ) (closed unit) 
Weight: 65g (2.2oz)
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sURvivoR fiREstaRtER
codE: adv001
The Survivor Firestarter is the perfect tool for your 
emergency kit as this device will allow you to 
start a fire in any weather conditions. The Survivor 
Firestarter has a built in compass on the bottom 
of the handle and a temperature gauge on the 
side of the handle. This device ships in clamshell 
packaging and includes an instruction card.

› Magnesium that burns at 5,000 degrees!
› Works great, even when wet!
› Compact design is great for camping
› 20,000 Strikes in one firesteel

4 tools in 1
› Flint & Striker
› Compass (Glow in the dark)
› Signal Mirror
› Thermometer

RanGER fiRE flint 
codE: cn330 (cHAiN)
codE: cn330d (StRiNG - MOD VERSiON)

The most compact flint & striker designed to fit 
into the smallest survival kit.  Scraping the flint 
produces a shower of sparks, suitable for lighting 
tinder.  Long lasting.  The striker can be used as a 
small knife or saw.

size: 7.6cm (3” ) 
Weight: 24g (0.8oz)

stRikER fiRE flint 
codE: cn331
Flint adhered to a magnesium block.

› Scrape shavings off the magnesium block with 
 the hacksaw blade
› Then ignite these by striking the blade down 
 the flint showering sparks onto the magnesium
› This burns readily and very hot so is an ideal 
 catalyst to ignite your tinder
› Can be used for starting thousands of fires

size: 7.62cm (3”) 
Weight: 15g (0.5oz) 
nato approved: NSN-5120-99-471-3046

BeSt 
SeLLeR

BeSt 
SeLLeR



sURvival MatcHEs (1 X 25 MAtcHES)  
codE: cn327a
Stronger and more effective than standard matches, these matches have extra 
long heads and will continue to burn through strong winds and rain. 

› Hand-dipped and varnished
› 1 waterproof container including 25 matches

nato approved: NSN-9920-99-665-4243

sURvival MatcHEs (2 X 25 MAtcHES)
codE: cn325
Stronger and more effective than standard matches, these matches have extra 
long heads and will continue to burn through strong winds and rain. 

› Hand-dipped and varnished
› 2 waterproof containers including 25 matches each

nato approved: NSN-9920-99-665-4243

tindER caRd
codE: cn332
A flammable piece of impregnated material, which when pulled apart shows 
its fibrous nature producing an excellent complement to a flint and striker.

Once ignited it burns slowly like a candle helping it to easily start fires. Only a 
small amount is required for a survival kit, and it packs smaller than the other 
alternative tinder, eg, cotton wool balls etc.

size: (9.5 x 19cm) (3.8 x 7.7”) 
Weight: 210g (7 oz)

sURvival MatcHEs iN POUcH 
codE: adv040
Stronger and more effective than standard matches, these matches have extra 
long heads and will continue to burn through strong winds and rain. 

› Hand-dipped and varnished
› 1 clear plastic pouch with 11 matches

nato approved: NSN-9920-99-665-4243

MADe in 
Britain
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MatcHlEss fiRE sEt (MOD)
codE: cn335a
The tin contains hexamine blocks, compressed 
cotton wool, tampon and a ranger fire-lighting 
flint.

This kit has the advantage of lasting much longer 
than a box of matches and its components are 
sealed.

size: 8.5 x 6 x 2.5cm (3.3 x 2.3 x 0.9”) 
Weight: 100g (3oz) 
nato approved: NSN-4220-99-721-1870

MatcHlEss fiRE sEt
codE: cn335
The container includes hexamine blocks, 
compressed cotton wool and a ranger fire-
lighting flint.

This kit has the advantage of lasting much longer 
than a box of matches and its components are 
sealed.

size: 8.5 x 6 x 2.5cm (3.3 x 2.3 x 0.9”) 
Weight: 100g (3oz)

MADe in 
Britain
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ZiPPo liGHtER SAtiN cHROME
codE: HG045M
› windproof
› Reliable flint wheel ignition system
› Lifetime guarantee
› Collectable
› Refillable
› Satin Chrome

ZiPPo liGHtER BLAck MAttE
codE: HG045E
› windproof
› Reliable flint wheel ignition system
› Lifetime guarantee
› Collectable
› Refillable
› Black Matte

ZiPPo liGHtER WELSH FLAG
codE: HG045q
› windproof
› Reliable flint wheel ignition system
› Lifetime guarantee
› Collectable
› Refillable
› Welsh Flag

ZiPPo liGHtER ScOttiSH FLAG
codE: HG045P
› windproof
› Reliable flint wheel ignition system
› Lifetime guarantee
› Collectable
› Refillable
› Scottish Flag

ZiPPo liGHtER BRitiSH FLAG
codE: HG045J
› windproof
› Reliable flint wheel ignition system
› Lifetime guarantee
› Collectable
› Refillable
› British Flag

Fire lighting  >  Zippo lighters
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Cooking

Time-saving and easy to use cooking 
equipment to help you savour the 
great outdoors. 
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baRlEy sUGaR sWEEts
codE: MM108
Double hard boiled barley sugars sealed in a 
waterproof tin.

Weight: 170g (6oz) per pack

MillEnniUM EnERGy baR
codE: Rf0014R (Raspberry)
codE: Rf0014 (cherry)

Available in 2 natural flavours. Cherry or 
raspberry.  each packet contains a fortified long 
life food bar.

› Vacuum packed
› 3 Year shelf life
› Energy: 409 Kcal

Size: 16 x 6 x 1.5cm (6.3 x 2.4 x 0.6”) 
Weight: 84g (3oz)

individUal flaMElEss 
Ration HEatER
codE: cn220b
iFrh food heaters are used easily in situations 
where fire is prohibited or not recommended, 
making the iFrh ideal for soldiers in the field.

› A non-toxic, water-activated ration heater for 
 people on the go
› Only requires 40ml of water (or urine) and will 
 heat a meal fully in 12 minutes
› Raises temperature of 230g / 8oz food pouch 
 to at least 100 degrees Fahrenheit
› Uses no flame or electricity
› Magnesium, iron and sodium composition
› biodegradable
› Non-Toxic
› Simple and easy to use

nato approved: NSN 8970-21-914-9860

MADe in 
Britain
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sis Go isotonic GEl
codE: cP002a
The SiS GO isotonic Gel was the world’s first 
isotonic gel effectively delivering an easily 
digestible and quick supply of carbohydrate for 
energy during exercise. SiS GO Gels are designed 
to be consumed without water meaning that you 
can ensure rapid delivery of carbohydrate to your 
muscles without the feelings of being bloated 
that can sometimes occur with over-drinking. 

› 22 grams of carbohydrate per gel
› Isotonic formulation delivers energy fast
›  Convenient gel format

Mini Mint cakE 
(BOX OF 42)
codE: cP4221W
Kendal Mint Cake is both a tasty treat and a life-
saving functional energy candy. not caffeinated, 
but packed with glucose and sugar making it 
a great accompaniment on hikes, bike rides, 
camping trips, and so on.

› A must have for any survival or ration kit
› A standard part of the 24-hour ration pack 
 issued to the Irish Defence Forces
› Melt in the mouth delicious
› Kendal Mint cake has been used by:
	 •	Ewan	McGregor	and	Charley	Boorman	in	their		
	 supplies	for	their	2004	motorcycle	trip	around	the		
	 world	in	Long	Way	Round.
	 •	Sir	Ernest	Shackleton	for	the	Imperial	Trans-	
	 Antarctic	Expedition	of	1914–1917.
	 •	Sir	Edmund	Hillary	while	climbing	Mount	Everest

PRo bEEf oRiGinal 50G
codE: adv028 (ORiGiNAL)
codE: adv028PP (PERi PERi)
codE: adv028c (cHiLLi)

Pro Beef is a high protein lean beef snack that 
aids muscle growth & muscle maintenance.  ideal 
pre & post workout.  Join the new generation of 
protein snacks that athletes are swapping their 
sugary bars & sweet supplements for.

› High protein 
› Clean & lean beef 
› Ideal for pre & post workouts

Weight: 50g (1.7oz)

MADe in 
Britain
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WEt MEals Ration Pack 
codE: cP4220
Four differing menus.  Packed in a neat recyclable cardboard box.

Contents*:

› Chocolate drink x1 › Teabags x2 › Coffee x 2 › Creamer Sachets x2 
› Sugar Sachets x4 › Salt Sachets x 6 › Tinned fruit x1 › Oatmeal block 
› Tin of Tuna x1 › Mint cake x1 › PkT10 tissues x1 › Knife, Fork and spoon x1 
› Can opener x1

REd cRoss Ration 
codE: UR003
› Main meal x1 › Tin Sardines x1 › Tin of meat x1 › Oatmeal block x1 
› Millennium bar x1 › Mountain Fuel x1 › Tea Sachetx 1 › Coffee Sachet x2 
› Creamer Sachet x3 › Sugar Sachet x2 › Salt Sachet x1 › Knife, Fork, and 
Spoon x1 › Can Opener x1

Weight: 1000g (35.3 oz) 
Dimensions: 12 x 21 x 7cm (4.7 x 8.2 x 2.8”)

EMERGEncy bElt oRdER Ration (24 HoUR)
codE: cP003
A compact ration pack.

› Condensed survival bar (high calorie) › Isotonic gel sachet › Glucose 
energy tablets › Chewy cereal bar › Water purification tablets › 3 in 1 coffee 
drink, sugar and milk › 2 x salt sachets › 2 x stock cubes › Energy: 630 Kcal

EMERGEncy Ration Pack vi
codE: cP670
A compact hermetically sealed aluminium package, which can be used as a 
brew pot, containing high energy food, coffee set, fuel, purification tablets, 
compact survival items and instructions.

› Long shelf life
› Energy: 900 Kcal

size: 17.5 x 23 x 5cm ( 7 x 9 x 2”) 
Weight: 280g (10oz)

NB. Contents may change from that shown above, without prior notice, but will be replaced with a similar item.
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oUtdooR cookinG sEt
codE: cn020

The 9-piece outdoor cooking set contains: 

› Folding Cooker
› Fuel Receiver
› FireDragon Gel Fuel 250 ml
› Steridex hand sanitizer
› Can opener
› Mess tin x 2
› Fireball Flint & Striker
› Lightweight  Knife, Fork & Spoon set

bUsHcRaft cookER  
codE: cn339
A compact and lightweight folding cooker. 
includes 3 x FireDragon cooking fuel blocks 
with Flint & striker.

› Compact and lightweight
› Durable
› Set contains: 
 - Folding Cooker  
 - 3 x Cooking fuel blocks (3 x 27g / 1oz) 
 - Fuel tray 
 - Flint & Striker

size: W: 11.4 x 8.4 x 2.6cm (4.5 x 3.3 x 1” ) 
Weight (Cooker): 124g (4.3oz) + contents: 240g (8.4oz)

Includes FIREDRAGON FUEL GEL
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cRUsadER 
cookinG systEM i 
StAiNLESS StEEL
This high grade stainless steel crusader cooker 
and cup system fit neatly around the 950ml (32oz) 
Canteen Bottle, to fold neatly away in your bag or 
on your belt.  it is shaped to fit around your body.  
Quick and easy to use with any solid, gel or liquid 
fuel.  

Tough, practical and easy to use.  All components 
are military / nATO approved.  

Available in either natural stainless steel silver or 
easy to clean PTFe black coating. 

cRUsadER 
cookinG systEM ii 
HARD ANODiSED ALUMiNiUM 
The original cherished Crusader system just 
got a whole lot better.  Made from high grade 
aluminium and hard anodised it is;

Lighter – Larger – With a Quicker cooking time

Boil time is reduced for 500ml of water with an 
Mre retort ration to approximately 5.5mins using 
the fantastic Fire Dragon fuel.  Only available hard 
anodised as it gives an easy to clean finished.    

fUll sEt 6 PiEcE
codE: cn004b PtFE cOAtED
codE: cn004 SiLVER 

1. Pouch (black or MTP)  2. Flint & Steel  3. Crusader 
Cooker  4. Crusader Cup  5. Canteen  6. Lid

Weight: 922g (32.5oz)

Half sEt 4 PiEcE 
codE: cn010 PtFE cOAtED
codE: cn010s SiLVER

1. Crusader Cooker  2. Crusader Cup  3. Canteen 4. Lid

Weight: 710g (25oz)

fUll sEt 6 PiEcE
codE: cn014 

1. Pouch (black or MTP)  2. Flint & Steel  3. Crusader 
Cooker II  4. Crusader Cup II  5. Canteen  6. Lid II

Weight: 838g (29.5oz)

Half sEt 4 PiEcE 
codE: cn015
1. Crusader Cooker II  2. Crusader Cup II  3. Canteen 4. Lid II

Weight: 626g (22oz)

HARD 
ANODISED
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CrUSADer COOKinG SYSTeM COMPOnenTS

cRUsadER cUP
codE: cn540 SiLVER 
codE: cn540b PtFE 

› Doubles as a cooking pot

size: 13.7 x 10.2 x 10cm (5.4 x 4 x 3.9”) 
Weight: 270g (9.6oz) 
capacity: 750ml (1.58 pints)

cRUsadER cUP ii 
codE: cn540c
› Larger than version 1 at 1 litre
› Shaped base to help capture with a larger surface 
 area as much heat as possible,

size: 13x10x11.5cm (5.1 x 3.9 x 4.5”) 
Weight: 204g (7oz) 
capacity: 0.5+0.25 litre markings

cRUsadER cookER
codE: cn006s SiLVER
codE: cn006 PtFE

› Fits beneath the canteen
› Multi Fuel

size: 14 x 10 x 10cm (5.5 x 3.9 x 3.9”) 
Weight: 175g (6.1oz)

cRUsadER cookER ii 
codE: cn006c
› Multi fuel 
› Internal “Chimney” helps to improve burn efficiency  
› Vent holes help to retain as much heat as possible 
 and funnel the airflow for effective fuel burn

size: 12.5 x 11 x 8cm (4.9 x 4.3 x 3.1”) 
Weight: 152g (5.3oz)

lid 
codE: cn009
› High temperature plastic lid
› Expands on heating to give a good tight fit 
› Improves heat retention
› Stops debris from an open fire getting into the 
 cup when cooking

Weight: 32g (1.1oz)

lid ii 
codE: cn009c
› New and improved soft fitting Silicone lid
› Heat resistant up to 240°C
› Helps protect your lip if you drink when the cup 
 is still hot
› Clips on and off easily
› Reduces boil time
› Reduces spills while on the move and keeps the 
 heat in

size: 13 x 9.5 x 1.5 (5.1 x 3.7 x 0.6”) 
Weight: 44g (1.5oz)

cantEEn
codE: cR244b NAtO 
codE: cR244a StANDARD

› Screw top Closure
› Available either in high quality NATO issue or 
 lower grade standard

size: 19 x 12 x 8cm (7.5 x 4.7 x 3.1”) 
capacity: 950ml (32oz) 
Weight: 227g (8oz)

PoUcH foR cRUsadER 
cookinG systEM
codE: ca815M
Pouch to keep your Crusader Cooking System safe 
& protected. 

› Various colours available

› Tough, durable material

fiREball flint 
& stRikER (MiNi) 
codE: cn340M 
The original fire starter just got better. 

› Comfortable and safe to use
› Liquid filled button compass in the handle

length: 8cm (3”) 
Weight: 40 (1.3oz) 
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cRUsadER cUP HoldER
codE: cP008
Simple but effective. The BCB Cup holder allows the boiling of water and 
cooking of food directly over a camp fire. 

› Just clip to the lip of the BCB Cup.

WatERbottlE & MUG (StANDARD)
codE: cR244a
codE: cR244b (NAtO)
codE: cR244G (GREEN)

A black plastic 950ml (32 oz) capacity bottle and 500 ml (1pint) capacity mug. 

› Issue (58 pattern) size
› Heavy duty material
› Plastic cup with handle
› Screw top closure

› British army style

dry weight: 227g (8oz) 
nato approved: NSN- 8465-99-9736665

OPTiOnAL exTrAS
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liGHt My fiRE sPoRk
codE: cn227
› Choice of colours available
› Dishwasher safe
› Extremely durable
› Lightweight

› Safe for non stick cookware
› Heat-resistant
› Material: Tritan

size: 17 x 3.8 x 1.7cm (6.7 x 1.5 x 0.7”) 
Weight: 9g (0.3oz)

Mini MEss box 
codE: cn550
A super lightweight, airtight aluminum tin with locking roller clasps.

it features a rubber seal within the lid, and is useful as a storage tin for 
personal survival equipment.

size: 13 x 9.5 x 3cm (5”x 3.5”x1”) 
Weight: 95g (4oz)

MEss tin 
codE: cn246
These stacking tins are standard pattern aluminum, with foldout handles.

size: 18 x 13.5 x 6cm (7 x 5.3 x 2.4”) 
Weight: 480g (21oz)

Can OPeners 
codE: cn225
Strong, lightweight, robust, composite can opener.

› Two per pack
› Can be attached to a key ring/lanyard

size: 5 x 2cm (1.9 x 0.8”) 
Weight: 9g (0.3oz) 
nato approved: NSN-7330-99-549-6287

BeSt 
SeLLeR

BeSt 
SeLLeR
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liGHtWEiGHt kfs sEt 
codE: cn1446
The traditional camping knife, fork and spoon set. the knife & fork clip onto 
rivets on the spoon handle. 

› Bottle opener on knife

Weight: 75g (2.7oz) 

foldinG kfs cliP sEt 
codE: cn223
incredibly compact knife, fork & spoon set with can opener, bottle opener and 
lanyard attachment.

folded size: 9cm (3.5” ) 
Weight: 87g (3oz)

kfs sEt WitH can oPEnER 
codE: cn224
A knife, fork, spoon and can opener set that slides neatly together.

› Strong
› Stainless steel

Weight 87g (3oz) 

stainlEss stEEl  foldinG sPoRk
codE: cn222
› Folds down to half its size
› High quality material: 410 stainless steel

size closed: 10cm (3.9”) 
size open: 15.8cm (6.2”)

BeSt 
SeLLeR

BeSt 
SeLLeR
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Hydration

Water - for life, for living. 
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WatER PURifyinG tablEts
codE: cR210
Substantially reduces contamination in filtered water chlorine-based tablets. 
neutralises bacteria and helps to protect you against water transmitted 
ailments.

› 1 x tablet treats 1 litre 
› 2 x 50 tablets (foil wrapped)

nato approved:  NSN-6850-99-2589157

PURE WatER stRaW - ADVANcED
codE: cR251
Specifically designed to assure that the water you drink is great tasting, fresh 
and clean regardless of the source - from rivers, lakes, streams, creeks or 
ponds.

› Compact, easy to use and truly versatile in its attractive carrying case; ideal for 
 everyday use whether drinking from rivers and/or streams or badly 
 contaminated water.
› Advanced filter removes virus and bacteria to six logs (99.9999%).
› The drinking straw is 225mm long by 20mm wide.

JERRy can collaPsiblE
codE: ct026
A handy camping companion, this water carrier 
folds up small enough to fit into a glove box and 
expands to hold 10 litres (21 pints).

› Robust
› Carrying handle
› Integral tap

size (compressed): 20 x 25 x 6cm (7.8 x 9.8 x 2.4”)  
size (expanded): 30 x 20 x 25cm (11.8 x 7.8 x 9.8”)

JERRy can PolyMER
codE: ct019
A high-density plastic water carrier, with two 
different pouring holes. The smaller hole doubles 
as a breather for steady flow of water.

dry weight: 2.2kg (4.8lbs) 
capacity: 20L (42.2 pints) 
size: 45 x 34 x 16cm  (19 x 14 x 6”)

laRGE scREW caP & cHain 
FOR 20 LitRE JERRY cAN 
codE: ct019c
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clEaR WatER bottlE
adv024 (BLAck)
adv024W (WHitE)
adv024f (FiLtER)

› Includes one filter
› Removes over 99.9% of all contaminants
› BPA free / all materials FDA approved
› Dishwasher Proof
› Replace filter every 200 litres (roughly 3 months)

Clear Water Filters

› Price is for a pack of two filters
› Removes over 99.9% of all contaminants
› Filters 200 litres of water (roughly 3 months)
› Deactivates when dry
› Biodegradable filter membrane
› Recyclable end caps

bottle capacity: 750ml 
Weight (Bottle): 138g (4.9oz) (with filter in) 
Weight (Filter): 18g (0.6oz)

bobblE bottlE 

adv030 (500ML)
adv031 (1LitRE)
adv032 (FiLtERS)

Meet bobble, a stylish and very smart way to 
make every drop of water you drink better. 
bobble is a fun, reusable bottle that filters water 
as you drink. when water passes through the 
ingenious carbon filter, chlorine is removed from 
ordinary tap water. makes water taste better. crisp 
and clean.

Bobble has an activated carbon filter which has a 
slight electro-positive charge, making it attractive 
to chemicals and impurities. As the water passes 
over the positively charged carbon surface, the 
negative ions of the contaminants are drawn to 
the surface of the carbon granules. bobble is a 
beautiful alternative to single-serve plastic water 
bottles, which harm the earth (and your wallet).

› BPA free
› Filters tap water making it crisp & clean
› Replace filter every 200 litres (roughly 3 months)
› Various colours available
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Plastic MUG 
codE: cn245
› Light weight green plastic mug
› Half litre capacity

stainlEss insUlatEd MUG
codE: cR045
A robust stainless double skinned mug, with lockable drinking spout.

› Screw on lid
› Sealable drinking spout
› Excellent for a beverage on the move

capacity: 400ml (0.75pints) 
nato approved: NSN-7350-99-679-8140

MaGnEtic cliP
codE: cR805
A smart and simple magnetic tube holder clip, easily attachable to shirt, 
shoulder strap or Molle strap, allowing complete ease of use.

› Strong magnetic system
› Universal Magnetic Clip
› Easily Attach / Detach

tHERMal flask
codE: cR083 silvER 
codE: cR083b black
› Stainless flask 0.4 Litres
› Comes with screw top
› Integrated pressure relief valve
› Keeps drinks hot for 6 hours or Cold for 10 hours

nato approved: NSN-7350-99-449-0184



Bags

From short stomps to multiple-day 
trips, our bags are crafted from high 
quality fabrics that will withstand the 
bumps and scrapes of your journey. 



foodskin 
codE: adv034 (MiNt)
codE: adv034b (PURPLE)
codE: adv034c (BLUE)

have you ever experienced that your perfectly 
assembled sandwich has fallen to pieces while in 
your lunchbox?

The amazing Compleat FoodSkin has a highly 
elastic silicone skin that holds your sandwich 
together. it has a perfect fit for any food, and is 
completely flat when empty.

not to forget that it is totally cool, and that you 
have three great colors to choose from.

› The world’s most flexible lunchbox
› Holds your sandwich in place
› Elastic silicone skin holds your sandwich together
› Perfect fit every time
› Minimal space needed when empty

foodbaG
codE: adv033a (GREY)
codE: adv033b (LAVANDER)
codE: adv033c (BLUE)
codE: adv033d (YELLOW)
codE: adv033E (GREEN)
codE: adv033f (RED)

The Compleat FoodBag is designed to be a space-
efficient and modern lunchbox. After use you 
can roll up the empty bag for transportation. The 
FoodBag is sturdy, so you can fill it with anything, 
sandwiches, fruit, or pasta.

› Space efficient and stylish lunchbag
› Sturdy and space-efficient
› 100 % food grad silicon
› BPA safe and dishwasher safe
› Packs away after use

foodWRaP
codE: adv035
The Compleat FoodWrap is an extremely space 
efficient and easy solution for you lunch. Just 
wrap the cloth around your food and you are set 
to go! 

The Compleat FoodWrap has a wipeable PU-
material on the inside so it is easy to clean,  and a 
durable Velcro to keep it securely closed during 
travel. And when you have finished you lunch it 
packs away to almost nothing. 

The Compleat FoodWrap can be washed either in 
a dishwasher or in a washing machine.

› The easiest way to carry your lunch
› Hygienic and washable – both in dishwasher and 
 washing machine
› Wipeable PU-material on inside avoids making 
 a mess
› Durable Velcro to keep it closed tightly
› Takes almost no space after use
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UltRaliGHt dRy baG (1 LitRE / YELLOW)
codE: ca965
Ultralight Dry bags can be used to organize your kit on any trips. The fully 
taped ripstop PU coated fabric keeps the weight down and helps keep your 
kit safe and dry.   A durable buckle secures the roll-top closure and acts as a 
grab handle.

› Ultralight, waterproof 40D Ripstop 
 nylon Silicone PU coated fabric
› Waterproof taped seams

› Roll-top waterproof closure
› Durable buckle secures roll top

volume: 1 Litre 
size: 16 X 25cm (6.5 x 10”) 
colour:  Yellow

UltRaliGHt dRy baG (4 LitRE / RED)
codE: ca966
Ultralight Dry bags can be used to organize your kit on any trips. The fully 
taped ripstop PU coated fabric keeps the weight down and helps keep your 
kit safe and dry.   A durable buckle secures the roll-top closure and acts as a 
grab handle.

› Ultralight, waterproof 40D Ripstop 
 nylon Silicone PU coated fabric
› Waterproof taped seams

› Roll-top waterproof closure
› Durable buckle secures roll top

volume: 1 Litre 
size: 24 x 38cm (10 x 15”) 
colour:  Ruby red

UltRaliGHt dRy baG (35 LitRE / BLAck)
codE: ca968
Ultralight Dry bags can be used to organize your kit on any trips. The fully 
taped ripstop PU coated fabric keeps the weight down and helps keep your 
kit safe and dry.   A durable buckle secures the roll-top closure and acts as a 
grab handle.

› Ultralight, waterproof 40D Ripstop 
 nylon Silicone PU coated fabric
› Waterproof taped seams

› Roll-top waterproof closure
› Durable buckle secures roll top

volume: 35 Litre 
size: 30 x 70cm (12 x 28”) 
colour:  Black

UltRaliGHt dRy baG (13 LitRE / BLUE)
codE: ca967
Ultralight Dry bags can be used to organize your kit on any trips. The fully 
taped ripstop PU coated fabric keeps the weight down and helps keep your 
kit safe and dry.   A durable buckle secures the roll-top closure and acts as a 
grab handle.

› Ultralight, waterproof 40D Ripstop 
 nylon Silicone PU coated fabric
› Waterproof taped seams

› Roll-top waterproof closure
› Durable buckle secures roll top

volume: 13 Litre 
size: 22 x 53cm (9 x 21”) 
colour:  Navy blue

Bags  >  Dry bags
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RUcksack dRy baG (WitH cOMPRESSiON VALVE)
codE: cl081 (60 LitRE)
codE: ca960 (90 LitRE)

Fully submersible dry bags manufactured from hard wearing black coated 
nylon. Features a roll-down closure with quick release buckle. 

› Excellent as a rucksack liner.
› The 60 litre has a clear viewing strip and valve (60L only)
› The valve allows you to either inflate the bag if needed or to expell air so 
 reducing the overall volume.

volume: 60 litre 
size: 79 x 63.5cm (31 x 25”) 
volume: 90 litre 
size: 79 x 89cm (31 x 35”)

caRRy dRy casE
codE: cM080
Silva Carry Dry Cases come in three different sizes: S, M, and L, to fit your 
valuables. The Carry Dry Case Medium fits most common cameras/GPS’s.

They are quick and easy to open and close. They feature an enclosed neck 
strap so that you can keep your hands free and at the same time keep your 
belongings within reach.

The electronic devices can be used as normal when placed in the Silva Carry 
Dry Case, so once you’ve put them inside you don’t have to take them out.

snaP-sEal baGs
codE: cl006  (PER PAck OF 10)

Water tight protective bags.

› Pack of 10 includes: 5 large, 5 small

size: (large): 53 x 58cm (21 x 15”) 
Size (small): 38 x 25cm (15 x 10”)

Contents not included

advEntURE tRavEl WallEt
codE: cJ259c (cAMO)
codE: cJ259M (MULticAM)

A Velcro fastened military money wallet in tough DPM nylon.

› Large notes slot
› Double credit card slots
› Two internal pockets
› Nylon keyring loop (ideal for a locker key etc)

size: 22 x 13.2 cm (8.6 x 5.2”) 
Weight 48g (1.7oz)
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The Patrol raptor was developed with spinal surgeons from the rCP (royal 
College of Physicians) and complies with BS 13407-1999. All the rucksacks 
have a stress tolerance to exceed a 100 kilos pay load. 

Designed to protect the spine and distribute weight correctly along the back, 
reducing wear and tear problems later in life with the lumbar region of the 
spine. 

› 4 zipped accessed compartments 
› 9 internal pockets 
› Personal organiser 
› Sack drainage points 
› 8 way compression straps 
› Main Compartment compression 
 strap 
› Bungee loops 
› Camelbak/Source compatible 
› Full rain cover 
› Top and 2 side carry handles 
› 3 Way haul loops 
› 4 accessory loops 
› S shaped shoulder straps 
› MOLLE compatible 

› 2 way shoulder strap adjustment 
› Strain reduction/weight distribution 
 poly carbonate inserts machined in 
 the shoulder straps 
› 2 extra lash points on the shoulder 
 straps 
› 2 webbed accessory stays on the 
 shoulder straps 
› 2 Utility clips on the shoulder straps 
› Anti-snag attachments on all 
 adjustment straps 
› Padded hip belt with bellows 
 pockets 
› Padded spinal protection 
› Air-vent circulation for cooling and 
 to wick sweat away

This is the rucksack all other rucksacks aspire to be.

A fully patented rucksack developed with a spinal surgeon from the royal 
College of Physicians. it has a unique patented back system and chassis that 
allows any number of equipment configurations to be deployed in any given 
terrain of theatre and is carried with comfort over the most inhospitable 
terrains.

Designed as a 35ltr day/patrol sack but will expand to carry 130ltrs of kit with 
add-ons attached through the patented chassis system.

› 24 anchor points 
› 20 lash points 
› 7 compression straps 
› 2 Ice Axe Loops 
› 2 Pole Loops 
› 2 external wand pockets 
› 12 crampon loops (daisy chain) 
› Haul loop attachments 
› Bungee loops for a bungee mesh 
› MOLLE compatible 
› 2 Axe/Pole stays 
› Top and side carry handles
› Camelbak/Source compatible to 
 exceed 3ltr reservoir both L&R access 
› 3 way shoulder strap adjustment 
› Strain reduction/weight distribution 
 poly carbonate inserts machined in 
 the shoulder straps 
› S shaped style shoulder straps for a 
 comfort fit with attachments for the 
 new combat chest rig 

› 2 extra lash points on the shoulder 
 straps 
› 2 webbed accessory stays on the 
 shoulder straps 
› 2 utility clips on the shoulder straps 
› Anti-snag attachments on all 
 adjustment straps 
› Padded hip belt with bellows 
 pockets 
› Air-vent circulation for cooling and 
 to wick sweat away 
› 2 external bellows pockets with 
 internal wand pockets 
›  Top lid pocket with rain cover 
› Underside lid personal organiser 
 with lash point (Zipped)

PatRol RaPtoR
40 LitRE
codE: adv047

constRictoR 40 
40 LitRE
codE: adv048b

PATENTED 
fULLy 

ADJUSTABLE 
BACk SySTEM

PATENTED 
fULLy 

ADJUSTABLE 
BACk SySTEM
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The Anaconda was developed with a spinal surgeon from the rCP (royal 
College of Physicians) and complies with BS 13407-1999. All the rucksacks 
have a stress tolerance to exceed 100 kilos pay load. Designed to protect 
the spine and distribute weight correctly along the back, reducing wear and 
problems later in life with the lumbar region of the spine.

› Top loader with compartment 
 divider
› Zipped lower compartment access
› 12 Top lash points
› 16 Compression straps
› 2 Ice Axe loops
› 2 Pole loops
› 2 Gear loops
› 2 External wand pockets
› 10 Crampon loops (daisy chain)
› 4-way haul loop attachments with 
 crampon loops
› Bungee loops for a bungee mesh
› 6 Point adjustment for comfort
› Top carry handle
› Side carry handle
› Camelbak/Source compatible to 
 exceed 3ltr reservoir both L&R access
› 3-way shoulder strap adjustment 
› Strain reduction/weight distribution 
 poly carbonate inserts machined in 
 the shoulder straps
› S-shaped style shoulder straps for a 
 comfort fit

› 2 Webbed accessory stays on the 
 shoulder straps
› Fully-adjustable back system
› 2 Utility clips on the shoulder straps
› Padded hip belt that will double as 
 a Pulk/Sledge belt with 2 way 
 double lock for the most extreme 
 conditions 
› 4 karabiner loops and steel D-link on 
 the hip belt
› Patented padded spinal protection
› 2 External wand pockets
› Air-vent circulation for cooling and 
 to wick sweat away
› MOLLE/PALS Compatible 2 External 
 side bellows pockets with internal 
 wand pockets 
› Front expansion pocket Anchor 
 system with 14 anchor points
› Will take any combination of 
 add-ons 3,2 or just 1
› Top lid pocket with rain cover 
 Underside lid personal organiser 
 with lash point (Zipped)

This is the rucksack all other rucksacks aspire to be.

A fully patented rucksack developed with a spinal surgeon from the royal 
College of Physicians. it has a unique patented back system and chassis that 
allows any number of equipment configurations to be deployed in any given 
terrain of theatre and is carried with comfort over the most inhospitable 
terrains.

Designed as a 35ltr day/patrol sack but will expand to carry 130ltrs of kit with 
add-ons attached through the patented chassis system.

› 24 anchor points 
› 20 lash points 
› 7 compression straps 
› 2 Ice Axe Loops 
› 2 Pole Loops 
› 2 external wand pockets 
› 12 crampon loops (daisy chain) 
› Haul loop attachments 
› Bungee loops for a bungee mesh 
› MOLLE compatible 
› 2 Axe/Pole stays 
› Top and side carry handles
› Camelbak/Source compatible to 
 exceed 3ltr reservoir both L&R access 
› 3 way shoulder strap adjustment 
› Strain reduction/weight distribution 
 poly carbonate inserts machined in 
 the shoulder straps 

› S shaped style shoulder straps for a 
 comfort fit with attachments for the 
 new combat chest rig 
› 2 extra lash points on the shoulder 
 straps 
› 2 webbed accessory stays on the 
 shoulder straps 
› 2 utility clips on the shoulder straps 
› Anti-snag attachments on all 
 adjustment straps 
› Padded hip belt with bellows 
 pockets 
› Air-vent circulation for cooling and 
 to wick sweat away 
› 2 external bellows pockets with 
 internal wand pockets 
›  Top lid pocket with rain cover 
› Underside lid personal organiser 
 with lash point (Zipped)

constRictoR 40 
40 LitRE
codE: adv048M

anaconda
70-90 LitRE
codE: ca097M

PATENTED 
fULLy 

ADJUSTABLE 
BACk SySTEM

PATENTED 
fULLy 

ADJUSTABLE 
BACk SySTEM
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The Patrol raptor was developed with spinal surgeons from the rCP (royal 
College of Physicians) and complies with BS 13407-1999. All the rucksacks 
have a stress tolerance to exceed a 100 kilos pay load. 

Designed to protect the spine and distribute weight correctly along the back, 
reducing wear and tear problems later in life with the lumbar region of the 
spine. 

› 4 zipped accessed compartments 
› 9 internal pockets 
› Personal organiser 
› Sack drainage points 
› 8 way compression straps 
› Main Compartment compression 
 strap 
› Bungee loops 
› Camelbak/Source compatible 
› Full rain cover 
› Top and 2 side carry handles 
› 3 Way haul loops 
› 4 accessory loops 
› S shaped shoulder straps 
› MOLLE compatible 

› 2 way shoulder strap adjustment 
› Strain reduction/weight distribution 
 poly carbonate inserts machined in 
 the shoulder straps 
› 2 extra lash points on the shoulder 
 straps 
› 2 webbed accessory stays on the 
 shoulder straps 
› 2 Utility clips on the shoulder straps 
› Anti-snag attachments on all 
 adjustment straps 
› Padded hip belt with bellows 
 pockets 
› Padded spinal protection 
› Air-vent circulation for cooling and 
 to wick sweat away

Designed to withstand the brief of “will survive a helicopter drop” and 
complies with BS 13407-1999. All the holdalls have a stress tolerance to 
exceed a 100 kilos payload. Designed to survive deployment across the most 
severe terrain and conditions.

› 2 internal compression straps 
› 4 long internal zipped bellows 
 pockets 
› 2 internal lid pockets 
› Personal organiser 
› Lockable zip 
› 6 way compression system on the lid 
› 4 side compression straps 
› 2 sets of crampon loops on each side 
› 2 sets of crampon loops on each end 

› Grab handles on each end 
› 2 side handles 
› Long shoulder strap 
› Shoulder straps on the 80ltr and 50ltr 
› Extendable handle with wheels
› Anti-snag fittings 
› Compatible with our patented 
 inflatable canoe sack 1000d/600d 
 fabric options 
› Reinforced base

PatRol RaPtoR
40 LitRE
codE: adv049

tHE RidGE back tRoUP 
tRansPoRt & Holdall 
100 LitRE
codE: adv050

PATENTED 
fULLy 

ADJUSTABLE 
BACk SySTEM
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›  Main compartment 
 16 Litres capacity. The main zip extends down to 
 each side to give easy access

›  top front Pocket 
 5 Litre pocket features an smaller mesh pocket 
 with access from the outside or inside

›  lower front Pocket 
 3 Litre pocket. Zip opening extend the width of 
 the pack for ease of access

›  fabrics 
 500 Denier polyamide fabric 
 Available in: Multicam™/Coyote/Black 
 Spacer fabric used on back face and under side 
 of the shoulder strap to encourage airflow 
 and reduce localised skin wettedness and 
 increase comfort

›  comfortable shoulder strap 
 Strong flexible attachment points.  This allows 
 the straps to fit the back, especially if you have 
 narrow or broad shoulders, are wearing body 
 armour or bulky clothing.

›  back face 
 Raised closed cell foam padding raises the load 
 from the back to further encourage airflow and 
 reduce wettedness

›  External bladder Pocket 
 Side bladder opening extends the length of the 
 pack to allow ease of refilling, interchanging the 
 bladder

›  chilly™ compatible 
 The Pack features 4 webbing loops that 
 integrates with the BCB Chilly™. When attached, 
 the Chilly is located on the top of the pack, whilst 
 allowing access to all pockets. The position does 
 not interfere with head room.

›  bladder

- Taste-free
- Glass-like film technology stops dirt and bacteria 
 from sticking to the plastic
- Easy fill & cleaning
- Quick Mate Technology for quick disconnection 
 of the tube

- Low, baffled profile
- Angled Storm Valve for ease of drinking, 
 including shut off twist mechanism
- Dirt Shield

›  additional features:
- 2x Radio Antenna openings
- Grab handle
- 20mm Compression straps
- Sternum strap with chest
- expansion elastic
- 3x lower hydration tube openings
- MOLLE interface

- Velcro ID patch

•	Capacity: 27 Litres
•	Cargo	capacity: 24 Litres
•	Source	bladder: 3 Litres
•	weight: 1.3kg (2.8 lbs)

Supplied & fitted with

BAffLED RESERvOIR

HaUl 27 LitRES 
Hydration Daysack with 3 Litre Water Reservoir

overall dimensions:

Main pocket: 
(h)44 x (d)13 x (w)30cm / (h)17.3 x (d)5.1 x (w)11.8”

Upper pocket: 
(h)26 x (d)7 x (w)30cm / (h)10.2 x (d)2.7 x (w)11.8”

Lower pocket: 
(h)14 x (d)7 x (w)30cm / (h)5.5 x (d)2.7 x (w)11.8”

cR800b 
(Black)

cR800c 
(Coyote)

cR800M 
(Multicam)
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Payload 42 LitRES 
Daysack with 3 Litre Water Reservoir

BAffLED RESERvOIR

›  Main compartment 
 30 Litres capacity. The main zip extends down 
 to each side to give easy access  

›  top front Pocket 
 6 Litre pocket features a smaller pleated 
 pocket for documents

›  lower front Pocket 
 3 Litre pocket. Zip opening extend the width of 
 the pack for ease of access

›  fabrics 
 500 Denier polyamide fabric 
 Available in: Multicam™/Coyote/Black 
 Spacer fabric used on back face and under side 
 of the shoulder strap to encourage airflow 
 and reduce localised skin wettedness and 
 increase comfort

›  comfortable shoulder strap 
 Strong flexible attachment points.  This allows 
 the straps to fit the back, especially if you have 
 narrow or broad shoulders, are wearing body 
 armour or bulky clothing.

›  back face 
 Raised closed cell foam padding raises the load 
 from the back to further encourage airflow and 
 reduce wettedness

›  External bladder Pocket 
 Top bladder opening allows easy access to the 
 bladder for refilling & cleaning.  The pocket can 
 be collapsed for access to the full capacity of the 
 pack when not using the hydration. Double zip 
 opening allows the bladder tube to emerge 
 centrally, or either side of the pack

›  Harness 
 Vertical back frame drops some of the load to the 
 musculoskeletal frame via the removable hip belt 
 and pelvic girdle

›  chilly™ compatible 
 The Pack features 4 webbing loops that 
 integrates with the BCB Chilly™. When attached, 
 the Chilly is located on the top of the pack, whilst 
 allowing access to all pockets. The position does 
 not interfere with head room.

›  bladder

- Taste-free

- Glass-like film technology stops dirt and bacteria 
 from sticking to the plastic

- Easy fill & cleaning

- Quick Mate Technology for quick disconnection 
 of the tube

- Low, baffled profile

- Angled Storm Valve for ease of drinking, 
 including shut off twist mechanism

- Dirt Shield

•	Capacity:	42 Litres
•	Cargo	capacity: 39 Litres
•	Source	bladder: 3 Litres
•	Weight: 2kg (4.4 lbs)

“THE PACk IS ExCELLENT.  I LOADED IT UP 
AND TOOk IT OUT fOR A STOMP OvER THE 
wEEkEND AND IT CARRIES wELL”
- Bill Thomas, Raider Magazine

overall dimensions:

Main pocket: 
(h)45 x (d)20 x (w)34cm / (h)17.7 x (d)7.8 x (w)13.3” 

Upper pocket: 
(h)31cm x (d)8cm x (w)34cm / (h)12.2 x (d)3.1 x (w)13.3”

Lower pocket: 
(h)13cm x (d)8cm x (w)34cm / (h)5.1 x (d)3.1 x (w)13.3”

cR801b 
(Black)

cR801c 
(Coyote)

cR801M 
(Multicam)

Supplied & fitted with

BAffLED RESERvOIR
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JEtstREaM
›  large - 52mm opening with handle

›  lining - Closed cell foam lined pouch to help 
 keep the contents cool or warm.

›  shoulder straps - Lightweight shoulder 
 straps are removable so the system can be 
 attached to the larger packs, yokes and makes 
 it easier to fit into your rucksack.

›  fabrics - Polyamide fabric available in 
 Multicam™ /Coyote/Black.

›  attachments - 6 ‘D’ rings and 4 side release 
 buckles, to attach to the outside of UK MoD 
 daypack or BCB’s Payload daysack.

›  access opening - Easy access double zip 
 extends down the pack and provides opening 
 for the drinking tube over the shoulders or 
 under the arm.

›  chilly™ compatible 
 The Pack features 4 webbing loops that 
 integrates with the BCB Chilly™.  When 
 attached, the Chilly is located on the top of the 
 pack, whilst allowing access to all pockets. The 
 position does not interfere with head room.

capacity - Source reservoir: 3 Litres 
Weight - 640g (22.5oz)

WxP HydRation systEM 
codE: cR804
›  Exclusive 4 layer coextruded 
 Polyethylene construction with 
 taste free, maintenance-free Glass 
 Like liner

›  Integrated Grunge-Guard 
 antimicrobial

›  Weave covered tube

›  Patented valve design

›  Patented leakproof slide wide 
 opening for easy cleaning, 
 draining, ice insertion

›  Easy opening filler port fits most 
 pump style water filters

›  Integrated valve shut-off

›  Dirt Shield valve cover

capacity 3 Litres

Bottom or top 
opening for tube

large slide opening

Mouth piece cover

Quick release 
connector

pocket

Removable straps

large internal 
opening for easy 
access to the Source 
reservoir

large screw cap 
opening

Supplied 
& fitted 

with

cR802b 
(Black)

cR802c 
(Coyote)

cR802M 
(Multicam)



Clothing 
accessories

There is no such thing as bad weather, 
just bad clothing.  Here is our solution. 
(Trust us, we know as we are from Wales!)
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blast boxER™ Mk iii
codE: SEE BELOW

Following international success BCB is proud to launch the mk3 version of the 
Blast boxer - the original pelvic protection garment.

› Sculpted design - improved look and 
 increased comfort
› Greater protection - less weight - 
 (less than150 grams (5.3oz) for size 
 medium)
› Breathable fabric - same thermal 
 burden as regular underwear

› Laboratory and field tested
› Fully Fire Retardent
› Anti microbial and anti odour
› No ballistic degradation following 
 washing
› Fully Berry compliant if required
› Patented

Code: cb589 (small) 
Code: cb589l (large) 
Code: cb589M (medium) 
Code: cb589xl (x large) 
Code: cb589xxl (xx large)

tHERMal HEadovER 
codE: cb794G 
The headover can be worn as a neck warmer, as a neck and face cover, or as 
a head cover. ideal to wear under a helmet. This adaptable scarf has a soft, 
brushed fabric which is comfortable against the skin.

› Meraklon
› Breathable fabric

codE: cb1505
facE vEil/scRiM scaRf (DPM)
A camouflaged cotton net worn around the neck or over the face.

codE: cb1506
facE vEil/scRiM scaRf (OLiVE)
A camouflaged cotton net worn around the neck or over the face.

BeSt 
SeLLeR
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sHEMaGH 
codE: cb224s (SAND) 
codE: cb224 (OLiVE/BLAck) 
codE: cb224bb (BEiGE/BLAck) 
codE: cb224Rb (RED/BLAck) 
codE: cb224bG (GREY/BLAck)

Classic desert head wear. Provides protection from sun, sand and wind. Also 
useful as winter headgear. Doubles as a useful sweat mop, dust wiper and 
field towel as required. Larger version in sand only, covers helmet and face.

Weight: 180g (6.3oz) 
size: 110cm x 110cm ( 43”x43”) 
size (large sand): 117cmx117cm (46x46”)

Hot WEatHER Hat
codE: SEE BELOW

With cooling chamber and removable neck guard.  A classic military style 
hat designed for operations in hot climates. Mesh netting (backed with fine 
mosquito netting) helps ventilate the head. An integral poly-crystal chamber 
in the top of the hat can also be immersed in water to provide extra cooling to 
the cranium. Simple but very effective.

› Simply immerse in water for 10-20 
 minutes
› Can be used with or without water

› Mesh ventilation
› Removable Nape Guard and neck tie

› colour: Sand

Code: cl087ss (Small) 
Code: cl087sM (Medium) 
Code: cl087sl (Large) 
Code: cl087sxl (XLarge)

fEstival sPEcs
codE: adv004
70’s inspired round sunglasses in a set including six pairs of beautifully 
coloured interchangeable lenses and frames,  all fitting perfectly into their 
own fun, lilac case.

lenses: CE TOTAL UV PROTECTION 
Green: Filter Category 1 
brown: Filter Category 2 
blue: Filter Category 2 – Not suitable for driving 
Pink: Filter Category 1 
Grey: Filter Category 2 
yellow: Filter Category 1

PaRacoRd bRacElEts
codE: SEE BELOW

Paracord Bracelets are not only stylish, they are also an extremely practical 
piece of kit. Made from strong paracord with a breaking strain of 396lbs, they 
can be unravelled to help you out of sticky situations.

Just a few suggestions: emergency bootlace, securing a shelter, washing line, 
repairing a backpack, tourniquet, fishing line (7 integral strands).

length: 22.9cm (9”) 
breaking strain: 396lbs (180kg)

Plastic buckle 
Code: cM073b (Black) 
Code: cM073c (Coyote) 
Code: cM073G (Olive drab) 
Code: cM073oR (Orange)

Metal closure 
Code: cM074c (Coyote) 
Code: cM074b (Black) 
Code: cM074oR (Orange)

Clothing  >  Accessories
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tHERMal GlovEs
codEs: cb795G (tHERMAL GLOVES)

Worn on their own or under outergloves, the breathable fabric wicks away 
moisture, keeping your hands warm and dry.

› Olive green.
› Meraklon
› Breathable fabric

tHERMal WRist ovERs 
codEs: cb797 (tHERMAL WRiStOVERS)

Worn on their own or under outergloves, the breathable fabric wicks away 
moisture, keeping your hands warm and dry.

› Olive green.
› Meraklon
› Breathable fabric

nEck coolinG scaRf 
codE: cl085s
A simple but highly effective body cooling product that works by evaporation. 
immersion in clean water for approximately 15-25 minutes allows the poly-
crystals to absorb and retain a large volume of water.

When worn, the retained water evaporates and draws away body heat 
creating a cooling effect. Cooling effect, increased by refrigeration.

nato approved: NSN-8415-99-498-8961

liGHtWEiGHt coMbat GlovE
codE: SEE BELOW

This Lightweight Glove is designed with comfort and functionality, following 
direct feedback from the user.  The glove offers premium flexibility, feel and 
protection.

› Reinforced carbon fibre knuckle and  
 hand protection design
› High grade aniline goatskin leather
› Velcro fastening strip

› The mid-height soft cuff does not 
restrict movement
› Breathable sides to fingers
› Lightweight
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tan 
Code: cb215M (Medium) 
Code: cb215l (Large) 

black 
Code: cb214M (Medium) 
Code: cb214l (Large)



Sleeping

Rest and comfort for tomorrow’s 
twists and turns. 



foldinG slEEPinG Mat
codE: ct650b
This new foldable sleeping mat fits inside your rucksack

› It combines durability and non absorbent qualities as well as insulation 
 and compression resistant.
› Can be used as a sit mat when folded
› It can be used fully unfolded or in a number of combinations
› Material complies with UK military standard

Size fully open: 52 x 180 x 0.8cm (20.5 x 70.9 x 0.3”) 
Size Folded: 52 x 6 x 23cm (20.5 x 2.4 x 9”) 
Colour: Olive Drab 
Density: 50kg/m³ 
Weight: 370g (13oz)

collaPsiblE caMP bEd
codE: ct009
Constructed from a lightweight aluminium frame and robust polyester 
canvas.  Folds into a compact carry bag.

› Strong & robust
› Quick & easy to assemble

Packed size: 100 x 17 x 20cm (39 x 7 x 8”) 
Weight: 8.4kg (18.5lb)

Un slEEPinG baG
codE: ct027 
codE: ct028 (LiNER FOR UN SLEEPiNG BAG)

This is the dark blue sleeping bag designed and approved for use by the Un 
staff.  it comes with outer and inner water resistant nylon shell.  Filled with 
cotton and poly-loft insulation.

› The outer material is fire resistant.
› The full length zip means the 
 sleeping bag can be opened up and 
 used as a blanket.
› Machine washable.

› Folded with velcro straps which are 
 attached to keep it folded.
› Supplied with a nylon carry bag with 
 a sling strap. 

Dimensions: 190.5 x 83.8cm (75 x 33”) 
Weight: 1.7 kg (3.7lb) 
Approx packed size: 30 x 21cm (11.8 x 8.3”)

Mini HaMMock
codE: ct430c
› Extremely strong 2.5cm (1”) mesh
› Includes 2m (6ft) rope
› Lightweight

Breaking strain: 120kg 
Length: 270cm (106”) 
Weight: 320g (11oz)
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Information

No matter what the adventure, 
information and planning are the 
key to survival. 
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MaP REadinG coMPass 
codE: ck602
A base plate compass, containing a magnifying glass, ruler and scales for 
1:25000 and 1 mile to 1 inch. The liquid filled compass rotates within the base.

› Nylon lanyard included
› Stencil holes for adding map symbols

Weight: 53g (2oz) 
size: 15.5 x 4 .5cm (6” x 2”)

Mini coMPass ii 
codE: ck315
An extremely compact and accurate button compass. Features a rotating 
bezel and a clear acrylic base plate.

› Nylon lanyard included
› Oil filled and cushion mounted
› Luminous dial

Weight: 8g (0.28oz) 
size: 3 x 5cm (1 x 2”)

ExPloRER bUtton coMPass 
codE: ck311
An exceptionally robust, oil filled, pressurised military approved compass 
which features in most of our survival kits. Designed for escape and evasion.

› Load tested to 24kg (52.9 ibs)

Weight: 2g (0.07oz) 
size:1.3cm (0.51”) diameter 
nato approved: NSN-6605-99-127-9239

3 in 1 kaRabinER, coMPass and 
tHERMoMEtER 
codE: ck310
› Metal case
› Zinc alloy
› Liquid filled with luminous dial for easily reading 
 at night
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coMPass 4 MilitaiRE
codE: ck406
The “full-size” base plate compass for experienced 
navigators. Contains everything you need in a 
compass and has added functionality for GPS. 
The expedition 4 is used by many defence forces 
around the world

› Compass housing made from Dryflex™ - rounded 
 base plate – comfortable and fits any hand size
› Patented red/black orienting lines – easy and “fool 
proof” to take bearings
› Map measuring scales mm, inch Romer scales, 
 1:25k, 1:40k, 1:50k – compatible with basically 
 any map.
› Luminous markings - enables night navigation
› Friction feet – increases precision in map work
› Hole for marking positions on map with pen 
 pencil – increasing precision
› Built in magnifier for detailed map reading

infantRy MaP casE 
codE:  cd256b BLAck
codE:  cd256c cAMO

› Lightweight, rip-stop map case with integral pens 
 and compass pouch. 
› Internal pocket Velcro fastened
› D ring attachments, and popper closed

Weight: 100g (3oz) 
Size open: 42 x 28cm (17” x 11”)

caRRy dRy MaP casE
cM079
Carry Dry Map Case (Medium) is fully waterproof 
and fully transparent, so you can view your map 
from both sides in any weather conditions.

The neck strap lets you keep your hands free, 
and small holes in the corners make it possible to 
attach the map case to your gear - such as your 
backpack or onto a kayak, depending on your 
needs. 

› Suitable for digital maps and A4 maps
› Waterproof -  keeps maps and equipment safe 
 in any condition
› Winter use - flexible in temperatures down to -20C
› Closure - Quick and easy closure system
› Temperature operating range: -20°C to +60°C

Weight: 78g (2.7oz) 
Compartment size: 29.7 x 24cm (11.7 x 9.4”)
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fiEld notEbook 
codE: cd446
Tough durable notebook perfect for use in the 
field. Comes with a pencil fitted into the spiral 
binding. Waterproof paper.

Weight: 41g (1.4oz) 
size: 13 x 9cm (5.1 x 3.5”)

WatERPRoof notEbook 
(WitH PLAStic cOVER)
codE: cd445
codE: cd447 (REFiLL ONLY)

Water and tear resistant notepad in a durable, 
green vinyl cover. The pages can be cleaned and 
reused.

› 50 sides approx
› Pencil included

Weight: CD445 80g (2.8oz) 
Weight: CD447 54g (1.9oz) 
size: CD445 16.5 x 11cm (6.5 x 4.3”) 
size: CD447 15 x 10.5cm (5.9 x 4.1”) 
nato approved: NSN-7530-99-508-4139

oxfoRd Pad & PEncil 
codE: cd443
Black vinyl covered note pad approx 100 pages 
and pencil.

Weight: 41g (1.4oz) 
Size:13 x 8.5cm (5x3.3”)
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Tactical 
Outdoor

Whether in training or in combat, 
BCB Adventure will watch your back
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caMo cREaM 60G (SAND / BROWN)
codE: cl1480d 
codE: cl1488d (24 DiSPLAY BOX)

A convenient two-tone camo stick that creates pattern disrupting stripes 
quickly and  effectively without the need for a mirror. The ir reflective formula 
also moisturises the skin.  it offers you a high sun protection factor (SPF) of 68.

› IR reflective
› Not affected by rain or sweat
› Non-toxic
› Sun protection factor of 68

› Easily removed with mild soap or 
 BCB wet wipes

› Available in woodland jungle, 
 desert and arctic shades

Stick weight: 60g (2oz) 
Attractive shop display: Box of 24 Sticks 
nato approved: NSN-6850-99-371-1878

caMo cREaM 60G (BROWN / GREEN)
codE: cl1480 
codE: cl1488 (24 DiSPLAY BOX)

•A convenient two-tone camo stick that creates pattern disrupting stripes 
quickly and  effectively without the need for a mirror. The ir reflective formula 
also moisturises the skin.  it offers you a high sun protection factor (SPF) of 68.

› IR reflective
› Not affected by rain or sweat
› Non-toxic
› Sun protection factor of 68

› Easily removed with mild soap or 
 BCB wet wipes

› Available in woodland jungle, 
 desert and arctic shades

Stick weight: 60g (2oz) 
Attractive shop display: Box of 24 Sticks 
nato approved: NSN-6850-99-371-1878

caMo cREaM 60G (BLAck / WHitE)
codE: cl1480bW 
codE: cl1488bW (24 DiSPLAY BOX)

A convenient two-tone camo stick that creates pattern disrupting stripes 
quickly and  effectively without the need for a mirror. The ir reflective formula 
also moisturises the skin.  it offers you a high sun protection factor (SPF) of 68.

› IR reflective
› Not affected by rain or sweat
› Non-toxic
› Sun protection factor of 68

› Easily removed with mild soap or 
 BCB wet wipes

› Available in woodland jungle, 
 desert and arctic shades

Stick weight: 60g (2oz) 
Attractive shop display: Box of 24 Sticks 
nato approved: NSN-6850-99-371-1878

caMo cREaM 60G (BLAck / GREEN)
codE: cl1480b 
codE: cl1488b (24 DiSPLAY BOX)

A convenient two-tone camo stick that creates pattern disrupting stripes 
quickly and  effectively without the need for a mirror. The ir reflective formula 
also moisturises the skin.  it offers you a high sun protection factor (SPF) of 68.

› IR reflective
› Not affected by rain or sweat
› Non-toxic
› Sun protection factor of 68

› Easily removed with mild soap or 
 BCB wet wipes

› Available in woodland jungle, 
 desert and arctic shades

Stick weight: 60g (2oz) 
Attractive shop display: Box of 24 Sticks 
nato approved: NSN-6850-99-371-1878

Tactical Outdoor  > Camouflage

Brown Sand

Black Green

Green Brown

white Black

MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain

MADe in 
Britain
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caMo cREaM 30G (BLAck / GREEN)
codE: cl1481b
A more compact, lightweight, version of the camo cream 60g (above).

A convenient two-tone camo stick that creates pattern disrupting stripes 
quickly and  effectively without the need for a mirror.

› IR reflective
› Not affected by rain or sweat
› Non-toxic

› Easily removed with mild soap or 
 wet wipes
› Sun protection factor 68
› moisturises the skin.

stick weight: 30g (1oz)

caMo cREaM 30G (BROWN / GREEN)
codE: cl1481
A more compact, lightweight, version of the camo cream 60g (above).

A convenient two-tone camo stick that creates pattern disrupting stripes 
quickly and  effectively without the need for a mirror.

› IR reflective
› Not affected by rain or sweat
› Non-toxic

› Easily removed with mild soap or 
 wet wipes
› Sun protection factor 68
› Moisturises the skin.

Stick weight: 30g (1oz)

cHaMElEon® caMo coMPact 
codE: cl1482d (DESERt)

BCB are the current suppliers of 3 colour compact camouflage cream to 
the British MoD and many nATO forces. This version of our camo cream is 
“non-irritant”, infrared reflective (irr) and is standard issue to armed forces 
worldwide. Supplied in a strong ABS plastic case, integral acrylic mirror in the 
lid.

› Deep matt black, olive green and 
 service brown.
› New longer lasting formula

› Tan and loam are also available to 
 special order.

Compact size: 8 x 7 x 1.5cm (3” x 3” x 3/4”) 
Weight: 50g (1.76oz) 
nato approved: NSN-6859-99-978-5980

cHaMElEon® caMo coMPact 
codE: cl1482a (WOODLAND)

BCB are the current suppliers of 3 colour compact camouflage cream to 
the British MoD and many nATO forces. This version of our camo cream is 
“non-irritant”, infrared reflective (irr) and is standard issue to armed forces 
worldwide. Supplied in a strong ABS plastic case, integral acrylic mirror in the 
lid.

› Deep matt black, olive green and 
 service brown.
› New longer lasting formula

› Tan and loam are also available to 
 special order.

Compact size: 8 x 7 x 1.5cm (3” x 3” x 3/4”) 
Weight: 50g (1.76oz) 
nato approved: NSN-6859-99-978-5980

Tactical Outdoor  > Camouflage
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boot sHinE kit (BROWN)
codE: cd006 
codE: cd006M (MULticAM POUcH)

An essential accessory for the soldier, Cadet or serving officer.

› Brown boot polish
› Laces
› 2 X brushes
› Cloth
› Pouch

REcRUit Pack 
codE: cd004
A must have for all Trainee/recruit soldiers, Officer Cadets and Army Cadets. 

features:

› Trouser Twists x 4
› Brown boot Polish
› Boot Brushes x 2
› Spare black round boot laces
› Sewing kit 

kiWi 50Ml boot PolisH 
(BLAck)
codE: HG022
Parade Gloss Prestige is the latest premium wax 
shoe polish from Kiwi. This unique blend of 
natural waxes and genuine vegetable turpentine 
delivers the ultimate shine to any smooth or 
grained leather whilst nourishing and protecting. 

Size: 50 ml 
Colour: black

boot PolisH (BROWN)
codE: cc060
Leder-Gris Original wax leather grease made 
for MOD Brown boots. The only wax to use with 
new MOD and Alt-berg Brown boots! Original 
wax is a mix of 70% wax and 30% oil, developed 
for everyday use in average UK conditions. 
Waterproof your boots as the wax dries adhering 
on or just below your boots surface.

› For Brown leather
› 80g contents

› MOD brown boot friendly

Colour: brown

boot bRUsHEs (X 2)
codE: HG004
An essential accessory for the soldier, Cadet or 
serving officer in the forces.

› Large & small boot brushes
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R201 black sHoE lacEs 
codE: HG050

Length: 60cm (18.75”) 

RoUnd boot lacEs (BLAck)
codE: cc009
› Strong & long
› Contains one pair
› Black

Length: 160cm (64”) long

9 HolE boot ZiPs 
codE: cc2241
› Eliminates the chore of repeatedly lacing boots
› 9 holes
› strong brass zip

RoUnd boot lacEs (DESERt)
codE: cc009b
› Strong & long
› Contains one pair
› Sand

Length: 160cm (64”) long



caMo taPE (ViNYL)
codE: cl1525
Versatile, pocket-sized tapes. ideal for running repairs & patching-up webbing.

› Protects and reinforces areas prone to wear
› Available in fabric, vinyl & gaffa-tape varieties

Size: 5cm x 20 metres (2 x 787.4”)

caMo taPE fabRic 
codE: cl1524 
codE: cl1524M (MULticAM)

Versatile, pocket-sized tapes. ideal for running repairs & patching-up webbing.

› Protects and reinforces areas prone to wear
› Available in fabric, vinyl & gaffa-tape varieties

Size: 5cm x 10 metres (2 x 393.7”)

GaffER taPE (BLAck)
codE: cl1526
Versatile, pocket-sized tapes. ideal for running 
repairs & patching-up webbing.

› Protects and reinforces areas prone to wear
› Available in fabric, vinyl & gaffa-tape varieties

Size: 5cm x 5 metres (2 x 196.9”)

siliconE REPaiR taPE (BLAck)
codE: cl1527 
codE: cl1527a (iN PADDED ENVELOPE)

This amazing self-infusing tape literally fuses to 
itself with a permanent bond after approximately 
one minute. Stretching the tape activates the 
silicone and when bound to itself it has a tensile 
strength of 700psi and is watertight and airtight. 
Can be applied when wet and can even be used 
as an emergency fan belt.

Colour: Black. 
Weight: 90g (3oz) per pack

dUck taPE (BROWN)
codE: Pb630

Size: 5 metres x 4.8cm (196.9 x 1.8”) 
Weight: 58g (2oz)
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tactical GlovEs
codE: cb216xs (SiZE 7)
codE: cb216s (SiZE 8)

codE: cb216M (SiZE 9)
codE: cb216l (SiZE 10)

An extremely lightweight (15 gram)  tactical glove that offers cut and burn 
resistance without compromising tactile abilities.

› Heat resistant - ideal for stripping 
 a hot GPMG or working with 
 vehicles in a hot environment
› Cut-resistance
› Puncture-resistance

› Tight fitting

› Silicone printing gives excellent 
 non-slip grip
› Can operate touch screens
› Excellent tactility

› Elasticated cuff

Size: 7 - 10

WalkinG socks 
codE: cb227 
codE: cb227bx (PAck OF 6)

Commando Socks are the first line of defence for your feet.  Designed to 
exacting Ministry of Defence standards they are the ultimate in hardwearing 
performance.

› Hardwearing
› Ultimate performance
› Wool rich
› Olive colour

Size: UK 6 - 11 (EURO 39 - 46)

dPM doUblE nyREx baG 
codE: ca127
› Ideal to carry or seperate your kit 

› Drawstring closer

Size: 39cm x 14cm (15.3 x 5.5”)

MEss tin baG dPM 
codE: ca125
› Drawstring closer 

› Ideal for use with the Bushcraft™ mess tin*

Size: 27 X 27cm (10.6 x 10.6”)

* Mess tin not included



a4 Pvc GREEn floPPy foldER (20 cLEAR POUcHES)
codE: cd007 (A4)
codE: cd008 (A5)

A firmly established military favourite, these PVC folders consist of 20 
individual clear plastic sleeves and are ideal for keeping your orders and 
documents clean and dry. Clear plastic sleeves allow you to mark pages using 
either chinagraphs or non-permanent markers for easy order taking etc. 

› PVC Green Floppy folder
›  20 fixed clear pouches

Sizes: A4 or A5 
Colour: green

PatRol coMMandER’s MaP casE 
codE: cd1422c (cAMO)
codE: cd1422M (MULticAM)

heavy duty map case, with external access to pens. Large window pocket for 
map secured with a zip fastener. 

› Clip attachment, and Velcro closed

Size open: 60 x 40cm (24” x 16”) 
Weight: 235g (8oz)

PERManEnt MaRkER PEns ( X4)
codE: cd009a
› Black x2 
› Red x1 
› Blue x1

WHitE boaRd MaRkER PEns ( X4)
codE: cd009b
› Black x1 
› Red x1 
› Green x1 
› Blue x1

Plastic PEn (BLAck OR BLUE)
codE: HG017
Box of 50 black biro pens.
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ExERcisE kit 
codE: cd005
The exercise Survival Kit contains a number of essential personal items for use 
whilst on exercise.

› Ideal for new recruits.

contents
› Resealable bags ›  Folding toothbrush ›  Sponge - compressed 
›  Wildlife Concentrated Body Soap › Bungees x 4 ›  Basha/tent pegs x 4

Weight: 540g (19oz)

accURatE 6” Ra Mils MaP REadinG 
PRotRactoR 
codE: cd032
This is a high quality accurate angle measuring device. Useful for map reading 
and outdoor pursuits.

› 5cm (6”) RA Mils Protractor to military standard
› Supplied with hard coating and string
›  Graduations are in Mils not Degrees

Size: 15cm x 9.5cm (5.9 x 3.7”) 
nato approved: NSN 1290-99-9681197

tRoUsER tWists (X 4)
codE: cc2238
Secure your combats for an inspection quality 
look in an instant. Green elasticated double twist 
cord.

› Useful for cycling
› Two pairs per pack

nato approved: NSN: 8415-99-403-4191

PolisHinG clotH 
codE: HG001
› Ideal for polishing medals
› 100% cotton fabric
› Good as new when washed

Size: 30 x 33cm (11.8 x 12.9”)

stainlEss stEEl doG taGs 
codE: Pb510
› 2 pieces with black rubber edge
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sEWinG kit 
codE: cJ135a 
codE: cJ135M (MULticAM)

All items necessary for running repairs to clothing housed with a strong 
zipped pouch.

› 3 Lengths of thread
› Folding scissors
› Safety pins
› Needles
› Buttons and more

no sEWinG taPE 
codE: HG034

laRGE clotHEs bRUsH
codE: HG018
› Removes dust, lint, pet hair and dandruff

Size: 22 x 4.5cm (8.6 x 1.7”) 
Weight: 68g (2.4oz)

foldinG scissoRs 
codE: cM209
› Folds into itself for safety and compactness.

Size folded: 5cm (2” ) 
Size open: 8cm (3.2”)
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nail bRUsH 
codE: HG006

         

› Wooden handle
› Nylon bristles

Weight: 42g (1.5oz) 
size: 9.5 x 1.5cm (3.7 x 0.6”)

tWist RaZoR 
codE: cs613
housed within a robust sheath a simple twist 
reveals the blade.

› Just twist the base to reveal the razor
› Replaceable blades slide on

Weight: 20g (1oz) 
size folded: 8cm x 2cm  (3 x 1”) 
size open: 11 x 2cm

ManicURE sEt 
codE: cs006
For care of nails on the go, handy manicure set 
contained within a small zipped wallet.

Weight: 124g (4.4oz) 
size folded: 16 x 10.5cm (6.2 x 4.1”) 
size open: 23 x 16cm (9 x 6.2”)

foldinG HaiRbRUsH 
codE: cs739

handy Folding hairbrush with internal Mirror.

› Mirror in handle
› Lightweight & compact

Weight: 56g (1.9oz) 
size folded: 11 x 4cm (4.3 x 1.5”) 
size open: 20 x 4cm (7.8 x 1.6”)

9
piece 
kit
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coMbat WasH baG 
codE: cd416c (DPM)
codE: cd416M (MULticAM)

› 3 x stuff pouches
› 1 x large zippered pocket 
› 1 x large zippered window pocket 
› 1 x large mesh pocket 
› Removable Mirror 
› Large carry strap

colour: camouflage pattern 
size open: 67 x 25cm (26.8 x 10”) 
size closed: 33.5 x 25cm (13.4 x 10”)

* Contents not included.

Plastic soaP box 
codE: HG010

Weight: 48g (1.7oz) 
size: 11.5 x 8 x 4cm (4.5 x 3.1 x 1.6”)

aqUa loo toilEtRy baG 
codE: cs003 (DPM)
codE: cs003M (MULticAM)

A useful camouflage fold out pouch with a 
hanging loop.

› Numerous pockets 
› cordura material 

Size Open: 40x18x2cm (15.7 x 7 x 0.7”)

foldinG tRavEl tootH 
bRUsH 
codE: cs740
› Folds into the compact hygienic handle

Weight: 20g (0.7oz) 
size folded: 9.8cm x 2cm  (3.9 x 1”) 
size open: 16.5cm x 2cm  (6.5 x 1”)

* Does not include toothpaste. 
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Plain batH toWEl 
(BOttLE GREEN)
codE: HG016G

Weight: 476g (16.7oz) 
size: 70 X 130cm (27.5 x 51”) 
colour: Bottle green

Plain batH toWEl 
(NAVY BLUE) 
codE: HG016n

Weight: 476g (16.7oz) 
size: 70 X 130cm (27.5 x 51”) 
colour: Navy Blue

facE clotH 
(BOttLE GREEN) 
codE: HG003G
› 100% Cotton 
› Bottle green

Weight: 42g (1.5oz) 
size: 30 X 30cm (11.8 x 11.8”)

facE clotH 
(NAVY BLUE)
codE: HG003b
› 100% Cotton 
› Navy Blue

Weight: 42g (1.5oz) 
size: 30 X 30cm (11.8 x 11.8”)
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Plastic coat HanGERs (X 7)
codE: HG002
› Packed in sheath

Weight: 44g (1.5oz) 
Size: 42 x 23cm (16.5 x 9”)

WoodEn coat HanGERs ( X 2) 
codE: HG009
› Packed in sheath

Weight: 116g (4oz) 
Size: 43.5 x 22cm (17 x 8.6”)

WoodEn tRoUsER / skiRt 
clotHEs HanGERs (X 2)
codE: HG016

Weight: 104g (3.6oz) 
Size: 25 x 15.5cm (9.8 x 6.1”)
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stEaM iRon 
codE: HG012
Full steam ahead with our blue steam iron. This 
has a 100ml water tank, dry spray function, and 
you are able to vary the steam to suit your needs. 
There’s also a temperature control function 
to stop you from getting carried away! happy 
ironing, Sabichi homemaker style!

› 1200W
› Dry spray
› Variable steam
› Light indicator
› Temperature control
› Stainless steel soleplate
› 100ml water tank 
› 10g/min steam output
› 230V/50HZ/1200W

Plastic sPRay bottlE (500ML)
codE: HG013

Capacity: 500ml 
Weight: 54g (1.9oz) 
Size: 20.5 x 9cm (8 x 3.5”)

yElloW dUstERs (PAck OF 4)
codE: HG005

› Multi-purpose dusting cloths

Size: 26.5 x 24cm (10.4 x 9.4”)
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sPonsoRsHiP
Our motto is “just add the adventure” and if you are doing 
something adventurous for charity, we would like to help 
with our expertise and with the use of our products.

Please contact us with details of your proposed outdoor 
activity or expedition and we will get back to you as quickly 
as we can.

Until then - good luck!

The Team at B.C.B Adventure

this year bcb adventure are 
supporting the following:
› Mansel Kersey’s Snow Leopard Award expedition 
 www.justgiving.com/SnowLeopard-Award-expedition

› hand in hand for Syria 
 www.handinhandforsyria.org.uk

› Jeff Smith, everest at 50

› race for life

› Pink Ark Appeal

› Teenage Cancer Trust

› Size of Wales - protecting an area of rainforest the 
 size of Wales

bcb advEntURE ltd Environment policy 2014
We understand that as much as people 
love the environment, they are a 
major factor in its destruction, mostly 
by uninformed and indiscriminate 
decisions. and practices.
We hope that by seeking to minimise 
the environmental impact of all our 
activities and by committing ourselves 
to working on the following key 
ethical, environmental and sustainable 
principles, we can support a global 
vision of a better world.

Therefore we pledge in good faith:  
› To be compliant with all   
 environmental legislation.

› To continuously review,   
 improve and challenge our wider  
 environmental performance.

› To effectively manage our use of  
 natural resources.

› To effectively manage all waste.

›  To actively promote a wider   
 understanding of environmental  
 issues throughout all areas of the  
 organisation including our staff  
 and suppliers.

in particular we aim to: 
› design environmentally   
 friendly products we are proud  
 to manufacture. 

› Reduce our environmental 
 impact when producing and 
 distributing all corporate 
 literature and publications 
 by using sustainable practices, 
 products, materials and energy 
 wherever possible.

› Reduce and control our waste   
 on the principle of ‘Reduce,   
 Reuse and Recycle Energy’, using  
 energy supplies from renewable  
 sources and energy-efficient   
 technologies and equipment   
 where possible.

› Work with suppliers, contractors  
 and partners who comply with 
 our commitment to improve our  
 environmental performance.

› Reduce our carbon footprint 
 and environmental impact in terms 
 of our UK and International travel  
 policies

› Ensure that all our employees 
 and those who work on 
 our behalf understand our 
 commitment to environmental 
 issues and are familiar with our 
 policies.

We are committed to implementing 
the above and with the help of our 
suppliers and clients we feel as a team, 
that we can set realistic targets that 
over time we can satisfy and improve 
on.

  Janey Howell 
  Managing Director
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bUsHcRaft sHoP 
stand PackaGE
codE: cU2029
Our shop display stands are provided with euro 
hooks to ensure an attractive display in your shop.

The stand is supplied on a free of charge loan 
basis for orders of £1500 (€1,725) and above.

Our Bushcraft counter stand requires a minimum 
order of £500 (€575)

Height: 178cm (70”) 
Width: 100cm (39.3”) 
Depth: 30cm (11.8”)

Please note stand photos for illustration purposes only. Contents may differ from that shown.

ca965 Ultralight dry bag 1 litre (yellow)
ca966 Ultralight dry bag 4 litre (ruby red)
ca967 Ultralight dry bag 13 litre (navy blue)
ca968 Ultralight dry bag 35 litre (black)
cb224 Shemagh scarf black/olive
cb224bb Shemagh scarf black/beige
cb224s Shemagh scarf sand
cd443 Notepad & pencil (oxford)
cd445 Waterproof notebook with cover
cd445 Waterproof field note pad
cE014 Micro touch white
cE016 Micro torch blue
cE024 ison combat zoom flashlight
cE057 Micro torch red
cE570G Light sticks green x2
cE570R Light sticks red x2
cE570W Light sticks white x2
cJ559 Padlock brass combination 40mm
cJ560 Padlock brass combination 25mm
ck004a Ultimate survival kit
ck014 Go pack survival kit
ck015l trekker survival kit
ck019l Mountain survival kit
ck310 karabiner, compass & thermometer
ck311 Button compass
ck312 Distress whistle
ck314 Mayday signal mirror 5cm
ck315 Mini compass
ck324 Mayday signal mirror 10cm
cl041 Emergency hypothermia foil blanket

cl085s Neck cooling scarf
cl131 insect repellent patches x10
cl1482a camo compact 3 colour cream
cl202 Emergency foil poncho
cl450a Sanitizing gel
cl520 Emergency sleeping bag
cM020 Wire saw original
cM020a Lightweight wire saw with straps
cM024 Mini work tool (credit card)
cM030 Paracord 15m
cM031 Elastic bungees x4
cM037 24 in 1 survival tool
cM056 Huntsman micro tool
cM057 Huntsman multi tool
cM073b 9” paracord bracelet 
 with plasticclosure - black
cM073c 9” Paracord bracelet 
 with plastic closure - coyote
cM073oR 9” Paracord bracelet 
 with plastic closure - orange
cM074b 9” Paracord bracelet 
 with metal closure - black
cM074c 9” Paracord bracelet 
 with metal closure - coyote
cM074oR 9” Paracord bracelet 
 with metal closure - orange
cn020 Outdoor cooking set
cn223 Folding kfs clip set
cn224 kfs set with can opener
cn225 Mini can opener x2

cn246 Mess tin 2 part
cn325 Waterproof survival matches 2x25
cn331 Striker fire flint
cn340 Fireball flint & striker (grand)
cn340M Fireball flint & striker (midi)
cn550 Mini mess box
cP003 Emergency order belt ration
cs110 Lifesaver 2 first aid kit
cs111 Lifesaver 1 first aid kit
cs115 Lifesaver #3 first aid kit
cs134a Body soap
cs476 Personal first aid kit
cs613 twist razor
cs740 Folding toothbrush
ct017 tent pegs x10
ct430c Mini hammock
adv001 Survivor firestarter - black
adv002 Hot shot mini 130 lumens compact flashlight
adv003 Hot shot mini 180 lumens head torch
adv005 coin towels tube (10) in bcb adventure pk
adv025 Anti tick kit
adv026 General purpose 3/8 “ rope 30m assorted colours
adv027 Mini bushcraft firelighting kit
adv028 Pro beef original 50g
adv036 thermal blanket 220cm x 140m x 200g
ck010 Scout survival tin
ck038 Winter drivers emergency kit
ck045 Winter emergency kit

Choose from the following products: (Other products available on request) 



BCB Adventure Ltd 
Clydesmuir Industrial Estate, Cardiff. CF24 2QS

t: +44 (0) 2920 433700 
f: +44 (0) 2920 433701

e: info@bcbadventure.com

www.bcbadventure.com

Place 
stockist label 

here


